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Annual Report

Richard L. Childs
This year, the Board of Selectmen would like to dedicate the town report to Richard L. (Dick) Childs.
Dick is pictured above with his wife of 59 years, Millie. They have lived in Haydenville since the
early days of their marriage and raised their five children here. Dick has been an active participant in
town government for more than 40 years and has also been active in his church, St. Mary's in
Haydenville, for many years.
Dick was first elected to office March 6, 1961, serving on the Recreation Commission for 3 years from
1961 - 1964, as Elector of the Oliver Smith Will for 7 years from 1964 - 1971, as Selectman for 9
years from 1972 - 1981, on the School Building Committee from 2001 to present, and on the Water &
Sewer Commission for 24 years from April 1979 to present. Dick was instrumental in instituting the
sewer commission during his tenure as selectman, and in the construction of the Town's sewer system.
Dick also tells us that he has never missed a town meeting! How many of us can claim that?!
It is with great pleasure and much gratitude that we thank Dick for his many years of service to the
Town of Williamsburg and its residents. Dedicated individuals like Dick are what make our town a
unique and special place in which to live.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2014
https://archive.org/details/annualreportofto2003will
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Town of Williamsburg
Incorporated 1771
Selectmen
Eric P. Cerreta, Chairman
Christopher S. Morris, Clerk
David Haskell
Representative in the General Court
Stephen Kulik
1st Franklin District
Room 279, State House, Boston, MA 02133
(6 1 7) 722-22 1 Fax: (6 1 7) 722-282
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E-mail: Rep.StephenKulik@hou.state.ma.us
330 Montague City Road, Suite 102, Turners Falls, MA 01376
(413)772-2727 Fax:(413)733-1821
State Senator (Berkshire, Hampshire & Franklin District)
Andrea F. Nuciforo, Jr.
Room 21 3B, State House, Boston, MA 02133 (617) 722-1625
E-mail: ANucifor@senate.state.ma.us
74 North Street, Suite 604, Pittsfield, MA 01201
(413)442-6810
United States Representative
John W. Olver
1st District
1027 Longworth Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515
(202) 225-5335 Fax: (202) 226-1224
57 Suffolk Street, Suite 310, Holyoke, MA 01040
(413) 532-7010 Fax: (413) 532-6543
United States Senators
Edward M. Kennedy John F. Kerry
317 Russell Senate Office Building 304 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510 Washington, D.C. 20510
E-mail: senator@kennedy.senate.gov E-mail: john_kerry@kerry.senate.gov
2400 JFK Building One Financial Plaza
Boston, MA 02203 Springfield, MA 01103
(617)565-3170 (413)736-1049
Governor
Mitt Romney
Office of the Governor, State House, Room 360, Boston, MA 02133
(617)727-6250 Fax: (617)727-9725
E-mail: GOffice@state.ma.us
436 Dwight Street, 3rd Floor, Springfield, MA 01003
(413)784-1200 Fax: (413)784-1202
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WILLIAMSBURG
TOWN OFFICE HOURS
141 Main Street, Haydenville
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO SELECT BOARD, Bonnie Roberge, (413) 268-8400, Fax (413) 268-
8400, is available to the public Monday through Thursday from 8:30a.m. to 3:15p.m.
TOWN ACCOUNTANT, Kimberly Hyslip, (413) 268-8412, is available Monday afternoons at the town
office.
TOWN COLLECTOR, Teresa Barstow, (413) 268-8401, is available to the public Monday through Thursday
from 8:00a.m. to 3:30p.m.
TOWN TREASURER, Karen Karowski, (413) 268-8415, is at the town offices Monday through Thursday
from 1:00-3:00 p.m.
TOWN CLERK, Charlene Nardi (413) 268-8402, Fax (413) 268-8409, is available to the public on Tuesday
from 9:15a.m. to 3:00p.m. and 6:30p.m. to 8:00p.m and Thursday from 9:15a.m. to 3:00p.m.
ASSESSORS, (413) 268-8403, are available on Tuesday mornings from 10:00a.m. to 1 1 :30a.m. and Tuesday
evenings from 7:00p.m.to 8:00p.m.
FOOTHILLS HEALTH AGENT, Maxine Schmidt, (413) 268-8404, is in Williamsburg on Wednesday.
POLICE CHIEF, Patrick Archbald, (413) 268-7237, holds office hours on Monday evening at 16 South Main
Street, Haydenville between 6:00p.m. and 7:30p.m. Police Secretary, Karen Karowski, is available Monday
through Friday from 9:00a.m. to 12:00noon.
REGIONAL SENIOR CENTER, Executive Director Mary Whelan and Program Director Fran Goebel,
(413) 268-8407, hold office hours from 8:30a.m. to 1:30p.m. Monday through Thursday.
REGIONAL MEAL SITE, Director Emma Hall, (413) 268-9326. Meals are served Wednesdays and
Thursdays at 1 1 :45a.m.
HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENT, Bill Turner, (413) 268-8405, is at 24 Main Street, Williamsburg, at the
Highway Department. Highway Department hours are Monday through Friday 7:00a.m. to 3:30p.m.
HILLTOWN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT COOPERATIVE, Coordinator Eric Weiss, (413) 268-3845.
TRANSFER STATION & RECYCLING CENTER, (413) 268-8408, is located on Mountain Street,
Haydenville. Hours of Operation are as follows: Wednesdays - 1 1 :00a.m. to 7:00p.m. (Summer only-starts
first Wednesday in May) and 9:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. (Winter only-starts first Wednesday in October), and
Saturdays 9:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. (All year long)
REGIONAL BUDLDING INSPECTOR, Paul Tacy, (413) 296-0127, is at the Chesterfield Town Offices,
P O Box 175, Chesterfield 01012. Office Assistant, Tara Ustalis, is available 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. on
Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
Please note that these times and days are subject to change. Banking, postal and other errands, along with
lunch breaks, necessitate short absences that are unavoidable. We apologizefor any inconveniences these
absences may cause.
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TOWN OF WILLIAMSBURG
Board Meeting Schedules
Appeals Board
Assessors
Brassworks ReUse Committee
Conservation Commission
Council on Aging
Finance Committee
Health Board
Hilltown Resource Management Coop
Library Trustees
Williamsburg School Committee
Hampshire Regional School Committee
Planning Board
Recreation Commission
Selectmen
Trust Fund Commission
Water/Sewer Commission
As Necessary
Tuesdays 7:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Monthly, 2nd Tuesday, 5:00 p.m.
Bi-Monthly, 2nd & 4th Thursdays, 7:00 p.m.
Site visits as needed
Monthly, 3 rd Wednesday, 10:00 a.m.
Monthly, 3 rd Tuesday, 7:00 p.m.
Bi-Monthly, every other Wednesday
Monthly, 1 st Thursday, 7:00 p.m.
2
nd Wednesday at Meekins Library
Monthly, 3
rd Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.
Anne T. Dunphy School
Monthly, 1 st Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Hampshire Regional School
Bi-Monthly, 1 st & 3 rd Mondays, 7:30 p.m.
As Necessary
Every other Thursday, 7:00 p.m.
Alternate Thursdays at 5:00 p.m. (Admin only)
Bi-Monthly, 1 st & 2nd Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Every other Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.
Please note that some changes are made in scheduling to accommodate summer/winter scheduling. Many
boards hold additional meetings as necessary. All meetings are posted by the Town Clerk on the bulletin board
in the town office. You can also view channel 15 on cable television in Williamsburgfor postings.
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2003 Appointed Officials
Office Term Expiration
Administrative Assistant
Bonnie Roberge 1 year 2004
Administrator Feasibility Committee
William Sayre 1 year 2004
David Mathers 1 year 2004
Jeffrey Ciuffreda 1 year 2004
Michael (Jim) Moran 1 year 2004
Katharine Baker 1 year 2004
Americans with Disabilities Act Committee
Vacancy 1 year 2004
Vacancy 1 year 2004
Animal Inspector
Donald Lawton 1 year 2004
Assistant to Collector
Vacancy 1 year 2004
Assistant Town Clerk
Barbara Chalfonte 1 year 2004
Board ofAppeals
Lisa Berkman 3 years 2004
Gerald Mann 3 years 2005
David Mathers 3 years 2006
Donald Turner (alternate) 1 year 2004
Vacancy 1 year 2003
Brassworks Reuse Committee
Peter Mahieu 1 year 2004
Warren White 1 year 2004
Jeffrey Ciuffreda 1 year 2004
Building Inspector
Paul Tacy 1 year 2004
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Office Term Expiration
Capital Planning Committee
Karen Karowski 1 year 2004
Robert Buchele 1 year 2004
Lloyd Warriner 3 years 2004
Bill Sayre 3 years 2005
Bruce Tolda 3 years 2006
Michael Long 3 years resigned 2003
Community Development Planning Committee
Bryan Lashway 1 year 2004
Curt Hamilton 1 year 2004
Doris Shallcross 1 year 2004
Laura Baker 1 year 2004
Mary Bisbee 1 year 2004
Michael Beattie 1 year 2004
Sally Loomis 1 year 2004
Steve Snow 1 year 2004
Vacancy 1 year 2004
Conservation Commission
Philip Skwira 2 years 2004
Jim Wilson 3 years 2005
Tom Hodgkins 3 years 2005
Wilbur Loomis 3 years 2005
William Turner 3 years resigned 2005
Vacancy 2 years 2005
Constables
Edward Crotty 3 years 2004
Vacancy 3 years 2004
Council on Aging
Carl Beach 3 years 2004
Dorothy Backer 3 years 2004
Eric Backer 3 years 2004
Frances M. Goebel, Program Director 1 year 2004
Mary Wheelan, Director 1 year 2004
Donna Baldwin 3 years 2005
Ira Gabrielson 3 years 2005
Kerstin Liander 3 years 2005
Betty Rice 3 years 2006
Emma Hall 3 years 2006
Gerald Mann 3 years 2006
Janet Nurczyk 3 years 2006
Lenore Gervais 3 years 2006
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Office Term Expiration
Council on Aging
Albert Mosher Lifetime
Athena Warren Lifetime
Dorothea Mosher Lifetime
Nellie Kajka Lifetime
Vacancy 3 years
Cultural Council
Caroyn Webb-Rosenzweig 2 years
Jeanne Lally 1 year
Sara Wein 1 year
Susan Waltner 1 year
Warren White 3 years
David Cline 3 years
Director Civil Defense
Donald Lawton 1 year
Dog Officer
William Turner 1 year
Debra Turner 1 year
Electricity Advisory Committee
Peter Mahieu 1 year
Field Driver
Donald Lawton 1 year
Vacancy 1 year
Fire Chief/Forest Fire Warden
Donald Lawton 1 year
Fire Fighters 1 year
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
Mark Curtin
Jason A. Connell
Lawrence Lashway III
Glen Everett
Peter Banister
Donald Turner
Richard Karowski
Alan Everett
Roger Bisbee
Gas Inspector
Donald Lawton
Eric Cerreta
G. Gilman Smith
Matthew J. Bruso
Jeff D. Sims
Richard E. Cranston
Timothy E. McQueston
Cory McGill
James Ferron
1 year
Daniel Banister
Kenneth Taylor, Jr.
John F. Connell
Daryl R. Springman
John M. Connell
Richard B. Tardy
John P. Pope
Paul Sanderson
2004
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Office Term Expiration
Hampshire County Regional Housing Authority
Vacancy 4 years 2006
Highway Superintendent
William Turner 1 year 2004
Hilltown Community Development Corporation
Vacancy 1 year 1997
Hilltown Resource Management Cooperative
Anne Gelbard 1 year 2004
Rob Sanson 1 year 2004
Historical Commission
Mary Bisbee 3 years 2004
Dave Majercik 3 years 2005
Eric Weber 3 years 2006
Ralmon Black 3 years 2006
Mary Gabrielson 3 years resigned 2003
Vacancy 3 years 2006
Materials Recycling Facility Advisory Board
Eric Weiss 1 year 2004
Measurer Gravel/Soil and Manure
Warren E. White 1 year 2004
Mill River Erosion Committee
David (Rabbitt) Haskell 1 year 2004
Eric Weber 1 year 2004
John Davis 1 year 2004
Walter (Kim) Boas 1 year 2004
William Turner 1 year 2004
Open Space and Recreation Committee
Kasey Rolih 1 year 2004
Mary Bisbee 1 year 2004
Pauljahnige 1 year 2004
Phil Merritt 1 year 2004
Roz Driscoll 1 year 2004
Sally Doomis 1 year 2004
Jennifer Fish 1 year 2004
Wilbur Loomis 1 year 2004
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Office Term Expiration
Parking Clerk
Teresa Barstow 1 year 2004
Pioneer Valley Region Joint Transportation
William Turner 1 year 2004
Vacancy 1 year 2002
Planning Board
James Lawrence 5 years 2004
Sally Loomis 5 years 2004
Neal Anderson 5 years 2005
Timothy McQueston 5 years 2005
Martin Mahoney 5 years 2006
Roger Bisbee 5 years 2006
Peter Pelland 5 years 2008
Plumbing Inspector
Donald Lawton 1 year 2004
Police Chief
Patrick Archbald 1 year 2004
Police Officers
David Martin 1 year 2004
David West 1 year 2004
Denise Laurin 1 year resigned 2004
Peter Scoble 1 year 2004
Ray Vandoloski 1 year 2004
Scott Brisson 1 year resigned 2004
Victor F. Caputo III 1 year 2004
William Chapman 1 year 2004
William Graham 1 year 2004
Police Secretary
Karen Karowski 1 year 2004
Procurement Officer
Walter (Sam) Kellogg 1 year 2004
PVTA Representative
Jeffrey Ciuffreda 1 year 2004
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Office
Rail Trail Committee
Al Mosher
Bruce Tolda
Walter (Kim) Boas
Patti Hillenbrand
Rick Barnard
Vacancy
Vacancy
Vacancy
Registrar of Voters
Jean York
Charlene Nardi
Linda Rowley
Jeanne Hemenway
School Building Committee
Term
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
Expiration
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2003
2003
2003
2004
2004
2005
2006
Alan Everett '. year 2004
Alice Walker 1 year 2004
Donna McGill 1 year 2004
Fred Venne ' . year 2004
George Childs ; year 2004
Jeffrey Gelbard
'
year 2004
John Pohanka
'
year 2004
Michele Morris year 2004
Richard Childs 1 year 2004
Sherri Marti
'
year 2004
r Center Feasibility Committee
Mary Wheelan 1 year 2004
Carl Beach 1 year 2004
Emma Hall year 2004
Sandra Liimatainen
'
year 2004
Bonnie Roberge 1 year 2004
; Tree Committee
Osa Flory 1 year 2004
Carol Paul \ year 2004
Ann Bussler 1 year 2004
Curtis Hamilton 1 year 2004
Jackie Compton 1 year 2004
Michael Beattie 1 year 2004
Michael E. Geryk 1 year 2004
Paul Jahnige 1 year 2004
Vacancy
'
year 2004
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Office
Surveyor Wood/Lumber
Warren E. White
Town Accountant
Janet Swem
Kimberly Hyslip
Town Collector
Teresa Barstow
Veteran's Agent
Ronald Peters
Whiting Street Fund
Donna Gibson
George Shaheen
Jeanne Hemenway
Williamsburg School Council
Alfred J. Venne
Kimberly Hyslip
Erica Allcroft
Judy Goldman
Laurie Cote
Maureen Sheehan
Nancy Mahoney
Williamsburg Woodland Trails
Diane Merritt
Eileen Keegan
Dean Acheson
John Hoogstaten
ICimberly Hyslip
Pauljahnige
Sheri Cone
Tom Pollard
John Svoboda
Wiring Inspector
Paul Lyons
Term Expiration
1 year 2004
1 year resigned 2003
1 year 2004
3 years 2004
2004
1 year 2004
1 year 2004
1 year 2004
1 year 2004
1 year 2004
1 year 2004
1 year 2004
1 year 2004
1 year 2004
1 year 2004
1 year 2004
Committee
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
Tree Warden/Gypsy Moth Superintendent
Shade Tree Committee 1 year
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Office Term
Zoning By-law Review Committee
Carol Duke 1 year
David Mathers 1 year
Gerald Mann 1 year
Katharine Baker 1 year
Martin Mahoney 1 year
Stephen Snow 1 year
Vacancy 1 year
Expiration
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
Town Employees/Election Workers
Library Employees
Lisa Wenner
Health Agent
Maxine Schmidt
Rochelle Wildfong Bobbin Young
Highway Department
Kenneth Taylor Donald Turner Peter Banister
Police Station Custodian
Daniel Maguffin
Pollworkers
Alice A. Golash
Janet Nurczyk
Maureen Mathers
Shelia Dufresne
Albert Mosher
M. Wellington Graves
Charlotte Otis
Ginny Daggett
Ruth Loomis
Jeffrey Ciuffreda
Dot Lucey
Kathleen Luce
Robert Dean Acheson
Edward Suchecki
Doris Taylor
Marion Warner
Elaine Hyde
Louise Henry
Ruth Parsons
Mary Ann Ciuffreda
Ira Gabrielson
Mary Koenig
Rosalie Connell
Susan Farrell
Joan Baldwin
Candy Smith
Rhea Sanderson
Lucille Clark
Norma Brown
Town Office Custodian
Russell Richardson
Transfer Station Manager
Thomas Poudrier
Transfer Station Staff
George Newman
Wardens
Bess Lojko
Henry Warner
Winona Lockwood
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2003 Elected Officials
Office Term Expiration
Assessors
Marjorie Dunphy 3 years 2004
Henry Warner 3 years 2005
Denise Banister 3 years 2006
Board of Health
Donna Gibson 3 years 2004
Donald Lawton 3 years 2005
Ira Gabrielson 3 years 2006
Board of Library Trustees
Anne Haxo 3 years 2004
Mary Gabrielson 3 years 2004
Patricia Billingsley 3 years 2005
Sue Froehlich 3 years 2005
Christopher B. Loring 3 years 2006
James Locke 3 years 2006
Elector-Oliver Smith Will
Lynda Smith 1 year 2004
Finance Committee
Christopher Smith 3 years 2004
Gordon Allen 3 years 2004
Karen Karowski 3 years 2004
Deborah F. Jacobson 3 years 2005
Karen Desalvio 3 years 2005
Peter Mahieu 3 years 2005
Denise Banister 3 years 2006
Michael Beattie 3 years 2006
Robert Buchele 3 years 2006
Hampshire Council of Government Councilors
Eileen Stewart 2 years 2005
Local School Committee
Karen England 3 years 2004
Paul Dunphy resigned 3 years 2004
Diane Bishop appointed 1 year 2004
Michael Beattie 3 years 2005
Charlene Nardi 3 years 2006
Moderator
Eileen Stewart 1 year 2004
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Office Term Expiration
Recreation
Alan Golash 3 years 2004
Eric Payson 3 years 2004
Gary Benoit 2 years 2005
John O'Sullivan 3 years 2005
Dennis Bishop 3 years 2006
Regional School Committee
Nancye Hodgkinson 3 years 2004
James Weed 3 years 2005
Kate Smith 3 years 2006
Board of Selectmen
Eric Cerreta 3 years 2004
Christopher Morris 3 years 2005
David (Rabbitt) Haskell 3 years 2006
Town Clerk
Charlene Nardi 3 years 2004
Treasurer
Karen Karowski 3 years 2004
Trust Fund/Cemetery Commission
Jeffrey Ciuffreda 3 years 2004
John Pohanka 3 years 2005
James DiDonato 3 years 2006
Water/Sewer Commission
David (Rabbitt) Haskell 3 years 2004
Walter Kellogg 3 years 2004
Donald Owens 3 years 2005
Howard Sanderson 3 years 2005
Richard L. Childs 3 years 2006
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Annual Report of the Town Clerk
It was an interesting year. Among the many elections and meetings, my office had the pleasure to
learn what was lurking in the basement and upstairs. The Town Office basement flooded this past
summer and many documents needed to be sorted through, shipped out, freeze dried and then returned.
It sparked off a cleaning frenzy and renewed energy for the move of several Town Office officials once
the elevator was in operation. Many people were involved during these two once in a career events (I
hope!) but I would like to give special thanks to the Highway Department - Bill Turner, Pete Banister,
Ken Taylor and Don Turner for their support in moving, hauling and lugging of anything that needed
to be moved during flood and relocation. Please come and see us at the "new" Town Office.
The following Town Meetings and Elections were held in Williamsburg from January 2003 to
December 2003.
February 24, 2003
March 10, 2003
April 1,2003
May 5, 2002
June 16, 2003
June 16, 2003
August 11,2003
November 17, 2003
December 6, 2003
Special Town Meeting
Annual Town Caucus
Special Town Meeting
Special within the Annual Town Meeting and election
Continuation of Annual Town Meeting
Special Town Meeting
Special Over-ride election
Special Town Meeting - Zoning By-laws
Special Town Meeting - Library Petitions (1
st
meeting)
Eight voter registration sessions were held to register voters for the meetings and elections. As of
December 2, 2003 there were 1,698 active registered voters from a population of 2,545. The
breakdown of registered voters: 556 registered Democrats
1 90 registered Republicans
923 registered Unenrolled (formerly called Independent)
22 registered Green-Rainbow
7 registered Libertarian
There is a great deal involved in ensuring that an election or town meeting is posted correctly, it is
conducted according to the law, and everything runs smoothly. There are so many individuals who
assist in achieving this outcome. As always, my sincere appreciation to the Constable, Edward Crotty
who posts all the warrants and sits outside during every election regardless of weather conditions!
Thank you to the Registrar of Voters - Jeanne Hemenway, Linda Rowley and Jean York, the Wardens
- Bess Lojko and Winona Lockwood, and the dedicated and efficient election workers, Rhea
Sanderson, Alice A. Golash, Dot Lucey, Janet Nurczyk, Kathleen Luce, Mary Koenig, Ira Gabrielson,
Rosalie Connell, Edward Suchecki, Albert Mosher, Doris Taylor, Welly Graves, Louise Henry, Lucille
Clark, Bernadine Magdalenski, Ruth Parsons, Don Owens, Jeffrey Ciuffreda and Mary Ann Ciuffreda.
A special thanks to the volunteers - Kim Hyslip, Diane O'Sullivan, Jeffrey Ciuffreda, Maureen
Mathers, and the many others who helped check in voters during special town meetings! Also I would
like to thank the School Principal - Fred Venne and School Custodian - Mike O'Brien for their
continued support to the Town of Williamsburg and the election process.
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The following numbers and licenses were recorded:
The 2003 Town Street listing (as of January 1, 2003) showed a population of 2,496.
The Dog Officers and Town Clerk's office registered 488 individual dogs and 13 kennel licenses
owned by 372 owners.
Fishing and Hunting Licenses were issued from the Town Clerks office as listed below:
27 Sporting and Hunting Licenses
24 Fishing Licenses
In addition to running the elections, setup of town meeting, selling of licenses, sending out street lists
and a multitude of other functions, the Town Clerk's Office maintains all official records for the town.
This includes town meeting minutes and vital records such as birth, marriages and deaths. In the past
years it has been tradition for my office to list the individual's names in the annual report. These
reports are treasured as a keepsake in honor of a baby or newly married couple or in memory of a
loved one. Unfortunately as the world has changed and personal identity theft is a real threat, the
Secretary of State's office no longer recommends Town Clerks continue this practice. So with the
knowledge that each of these numbers represents people who are treasured and loved, I report the
following for 2003:
Births: 24
Marriages: 05
Deaths: 28
Respectfully submitted,
Charlene L. Nardi
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Town of Williamsburg
Special Town Meeting, February 24, 2003
Articles 1 & 2 of the Special Town Meeting
Hampshire SS:
To the Constable of the Town of Williamsburg
Greetings:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are hereby directed to notify and
warn the inhabitants of said town, qualified to vote in elections and in town affairs, to meet at the Earl
F. Tonet Gymnasium in the Anne T. Dunphy School in said town on Monday, the twenty-fourth of
February next, at 7:00 o'clock in the evening, then and there, to act on the following articles.
Article 1
To see if the Town will vote to transfer $29,830.00 from free cash to be used as another financing
source in the general fund for FY03, or to take any other action thereon.
Article 2
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of up to $502,025 for the purpose of paying the
cost of reconstructing, adding to, equipping, remodeling or making extraordinary repairs to the Anne
T. Dunphy School, including architectural and engineering fees and including any other costs
incidental and related thereto, and to determine whether this sum shall be raised by appropriation, by
transfer from available funds or otherwise, provided, however, that no sums shall be borrowed or
expended hereunder unless and until the Town shall have voted to exempt the amounts needed to repay
any bonds or notes issued pursuant to this vote from the limitations imposed by Chapter 59, Section
21C ofthe General Laws (also known as Proposition 2 14), or to take any other action thereon.
And you are hereby directed to serve this warrant by posting up attested copies hereof in at least five
places in said town fourteen days before the date thereof, as within directed. Hereof, fail not, and
make due return of this warrant, with your doings thereon, to the Town Clerk, at the time and place of
meeting as aforesaid.
Given under our hand this sixth day of February, in the year of our Lord Two Thousand Three.
S/ Christopher Morris
S/ Eric Cerreta Board of Selectmen
S/ David Haskell
Hampshire SS:
Pursuant to the within warrant, I have notified and warned the inhabitants of the Town of
Williamsburg by posting up attested copies of the same in at least five places in said town fourteen
days before the date thereof, as within directed.
Date: February 6, 2003 Edward J. Crottv
Constable of Williamsburg
Meeting was not held due to a lack of a quorum. At 7: 10 p.m. there were 20 voters
present.
** State reimbursement for all school projects put on hold **
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CERTIFICATE OF NOMINATION
TOWN CAUCUS
We certify that a caucus of qualified voters of the Town of Williamsburg was called and held
in accordance with the provisions of law relating thereto, at the Anne T. Dunphy School on
the tenth day of March, 2003, and the following nominations of Candidates for Town Offices
were made:
The meeting was called to order at 7:02PM by the Town Clerk, Charlene Nardi. A brief
overview of the laws governing the Caucus was given to all present. The Chairman and
Secretary were elected as follows:
Chairman: Eileen Stewart
Secretary: Kim Hyslip
OFFICE TERM
SIGNATURE
ASSESSOR 3
Signed by same
BOARD OF
HEALTH 3
Accepted by Letter
BOARD OF LIBRARY
TRUSTEES 3
Signed by same
Signed by same
BOARD OF LIBRARY
TRUSTEES 1
Accepted by Letter
ELECTOR-OLIVER
SMITH WILL 1
Signed by same
CANDIDATE
DENISE BANISTER
IRA GABRIELSON
CHRISTOPHER LORING
JIM LOCKE
MARY GABRIELSON
LYNDA SMITH
RESIDENCE
94 Old Goshen Rd
85 Old Goshen Rd
89 Mountain St.
26 South St.
85 Old Goshen Rd
5 South St.
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OFFICE TERM CANDIDATE
SIGNATURE
RESIDENCE
FINANCE
COMMITTEE 3 BOB BUCHELE 4 South St.
Signed by same
3 HIROSHI AKIMOTO Main St.
Declined Nomination
3 LARRY HOTT 20 Kingsley Ave.
Signed by same
3 ALAN BERKENWALD 2 The Lope
Signed by same
3 MICHAEL BEATTIE 81 South St.
Signed by same
HAMPSHIRE COUNCIL OF
GOVERNMENT COUNCILORS
2
Signed by same
LOCAL SCHOOL
COMMITTEE 3
Signed by same
MODERATOR 1
Signed by same
RECREATION
COMMISSION 2
Signed by same
RECREATION
COMMISSION 3
Signed by same
REGIONAL SCHOOL
COMMITTEE 3
Signed by same
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EILEEN STEWART
CHARLENE NARDI
EILEEN STEWART
GARY BENOIT
DENNIS BISHOP
KATE SMITH
7 Petticoat Hill Rd
67 Nash Hill Rd.
7 Petticoat Hill Rd
8 Grove St.
179 Main St.
54 Village Hill Rd
OFFICE TERM CANDIDATE RESIDENCE
SIGNATURE
SELECTMAN 3 FREDERICK GOODHUE 47 Conway Rd.
Signed by Same
3 DAVID "RABBIT" HASKELL 3 Village Hill Rd.
Signed by Same
TRUST FUND
COMMISSION 3 JIMDIDONATO 6 Laurel Rd.
Signed by name
WATER/SEWER
COMMISSION 3 WALTER "SAM" KELLOGG 82 Mountain St.
Signed by same
3 RICHARD CHILDS 7 Kingsley Ave.
Signed by same
We hereby certify that at least forty qualified voters of the Town of Williamsburg
participated and voted therein.
Moved and seconded to cast one ballot with all nominees. Moved and seconded to
authorize a committee consisting of the Caucus Chair, Secretary and Selectboard to fill
vacancies in the event of death, withdrawal or in-eligibility of the candidate or candidates so
nominated.
S/ Eileen Stewart, Presiding Officer
7 Petticoat Hill Rd
S/ Kim Hyslip, Secretary to Caucus
29 Petticoat Hill Rd
S/ Charlene Nardi, Town Clerk
67 Nash Hill Rd.
Filed March 11, 2003 with Town Clerk
A TRUE COPY ATTEST CHARLENE L. NARDI, TOWN CLERK
Recorded March 17, 2003
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TOWN OF WILLIAMSBURG
Special Town Meeting April 1, 2003
A quorum being present, the Moderator, Eileen Stewart, called the meeting to order at 7:07pm in the
Anne T. Dunphy School. After the reading of the Return to Service a moment of silence was requested
in honor of the troops fighting in the Iraqi Freedom Conflict. In addition, Selectmen Haskell requested
that we pause a moment in remembrance of the many individuals who died in the last several weeks:
Hal Wentworth, Gertrude Bates, Marvin Banister, Agnes Cone O'Connor and Norman Graves.
Article 1
Moved and seconded that the Town will appropriate the sum of up to $7,900,000 for the purpose of
paying the cost of reconstructing, adding to, equipping, remodeling or making extraordinary repairs to the
Anne T. Dunphy School, including the architectural and engineering fees, and including the payment of
all other costs incidental and related thereto, and that to meet this appropriation, the Treasurer, with the
approval of the Selectmen, is hereby authorized to borrow said amount, under and pursuant to Chapter 44,
Sections 7(3) and 7(3A) of the General Laws, or any other enabling authority, and to issue bonds or notes
of the Town therefore, provided
,
however, that no sums shall be borrowed or expended hereunder unless
and until the Town shall have voted to exempt the amounts needed to repay any bonds or notes issued
pursuant to this vote from the limitations imposed by Chapter 59, Section 21C of the General Laws (*also
known as Proposition 2 XA)
Mr. George Childs spoke to the history of the Anne T. Dunphy School and the process of choosing a
plan for renovation. Mr. Gordon Allen, Chair of the Finance Committee spoke to the article. The
Finance Committee did not support the article as written and proposed the following amendment.
Moved and seconded to amend the motion by adding the following language to the bottom of the
article:
Provided that no funds be expended except those required to satisfy the SBAB application
guidelines for design submission prior to grant funding until such time as there is a subsequent
town meeting vote to proceed with construction. Discussion on the purpose and effect of the
amendment.
The amendment passed by a majority.
Discussion on the entire article as amended. (Concerns on the disposition of the Helen E. James were
stated, the cost of the project on the tax rate, *the letter from the Dept. of Education, costs of
renovating the two buildings)
*On April 4, 2003 the Department of Education posted the approved list of 2003 SBA projects.
Williamsburg was not among the 28 listed projects.
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Moved and seconded to call the question, the motion passed (2/3rds required)
Aye -237 Nay -31
A secret ballot was used to conduct the vote. All voters were checked in and received a yes/no ballot.
The balloting was completed at 9:07pm.
Yes -116 No -184
The article failed. It required 2/3rds; it failed to even receive a simple majority.
MOTION MOVED AND SECONDED TO ADJOURN THE MEETING AT 9:08 PM.
A TRUE COPY ATTEST:
Charlene L. Nardi
Town Clerk
Copies to: Division of Local Services, Assessors, Selectmen, Treasurer, Hampshire Regional
School Committee, and Local School Committee
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TOWN OF WILLIAMSBURG
Minutes of Special and Annual Town Meeting
May 5, 2003
Warrant signed and posted on April 1 7, 2003
Selectmen: Christopher Morris, David Haskell, Eric Cerreta
Constable: Edward Crotty
The meeting was called to order at 10 a.m. in the Anne T. Dunphy School cafeteria and Articles 1 and
2 of the Annual Town Meeting were moved and balloting begun. The meeting was recessed to
7:15pm.
The polls were closed at 7pm. The following results of the Election were recorded and posted at
7:14pm.
Votes Cast - 922
Number of Eligible Voters - 1771
Last day to register to vote - April 15, 2003
Assessor - 3 years
Blanks - 157
Denise Banister - 763 E
Write-ins - 2
Board of Health - 3 years
Blanks - 267
Ira Gabrielson - 653 E
Write-ins - 2
Board of Library Trustees - 3 years
Blanks - 752
James Locke - 576 E
Christopher Loring - 505 E
Write-ins - 1
1
Board of Library Trustees - lyr
Blanks - 330
Mary Gabrielson - 587 E
Write - ins - 5
Elector Oliver Smith Will - 1 year
Blanks - 244
Lynda L. Smith -675 E
Write-ins - 3
Finance Committee - 3 years
Blanks - 458
Robert Buchele - 484 E
Denise L. Banister - 559 E
Michael Beattie - 503 E
Alan D. Berkenwald - 367
Lawrence R. Hott - 386
Write-ins - 9
Hampshire Council of Government
Councilors - 2 year
Blanks - 273
Eileen Stewart - 643 E
Write-ins - 6
Local School Committee - 3 years
Blanks - 245
Charlene L. Nardi - 673 E
Write-ins - 4
Moderator - 1 year
Blanks - 266
Eileen Stewart - 648 E
Write- ins - 8
Recreation Commission - 3 years
Blanks - 294
Dennis Bishop - 627 E
Write - ins - 1
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Recreation Commission - 2 years
Blanks - 274
Gary R. Benoit - 647
Write-ins - 1
Regional School Committee - 3 years
Blanks -285
{Catherine L. Smith - 637 E
Write-ins -
Selectman - 3 years
Blanks - 12
David "Rabbitt" Haskell - 5 12 E
Frederick K. Goodhue - 397
Write-ins - 1
Trust Fund Commission - 3years Water/Sewer Commission - 3 years
Blanks -291 Blanks -497
James A. DiDonato - 627 E Richard L. Childs - 676 E
Write -ins -4 Walter E. Kellogg, III - 671 E
Write-ins -
The meeting was recessed until 7:15pm following the Special Town Meeting.
A quorum being present the Special Town Meeting within the Annual Town Meeting was called
to order at 7:15pm by the Moderator, Eileen Stewart, after the motion to read the call and
return to service.
Special Town Meeting
Article 1 Moved and seconded to transfer the sum of $6,361 .00 from the Haydenville Library
Repair account to the Libraries account. PASSED - MAJORITY Finance
Committee supported article
Annual Town Meeting
Article 3 Moved and seconded to authorize the Moderator to choose a committee to expend the
income from the Whiting Street Fund. PASSED - UNANIMOUS
Article 4 Moved and seconded to empower the Board of Selectmen, Board of Water/Sewer
Commissioners, Board of Assessors, Board of Health, Board of Appeals, Finance
Committee, and the Trustees of Libraries to appoint their own members to town
departments at such salaries or wage rates as shall be established by the Board of
Selectmen. PASSED - UNANIMOUS
Article 5 Moved and seconded to authorize the Chairman of the Board of Selectmen to appoint an
Administrative Assistant to the Board of Selectmen to serve from July 1, 2003 to June
30, 2004, who shall be provided with an office, open to the public, in such place and
during such hours as may be judged most convenient, and whose duties shall be under
the direction of the Board of Selectmen. PASSED - UNANIMOUS
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Article 6 Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $224,304.50 composed of the
amounts listed below, for the purpose of operating and maintaining the town's water
system, including the laying of mains in fiscal 2004, and take said sum from Water
Revenue. PASSED- UNANIMOUS
Salaries
Expenses
Debt Service
$ 2,800.00
$ 57,192.50
$ 164,312.00
Total $ 224,304.50
Article 7
Article 8
Article 9
Article 10
Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate $187,189.00 composed of the amounts
listed below, for the purpose of operating, maintaining and constructing the town sewer
system for fiscal year 2004, and take said sum from sewer revenue.
PASSED - UNANIMOUS
Salaries $ 2,800.00
Sewer Construction $ 59,000.00
Operation & Maintenance $ 73,825.00
Debt Service $ 51,564.00
Total $ 187,189.00
Moved and seconded to take no action on Article 8 at this time.
UNANIMOUS
PASSED -
Moved and seconded to take no action on Article 9. PASSED - UNANIMOUS
Moved and seconded to authorize revolving funds for certain town departments under
Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 44 Section 53E1/2 for the fiscal year beginning
July 1,2003.
PASSED - UNANIMOUS Finance Committee supported the article
Revolving Fund Authorized
To Spend Fund
Revenue Source Use of Fund Fy04 Spending
Limit
Gas Inspector
Revolving Fund
Electrical
Inspector
Plumbing
Inspector
Transfer Station
Open Box
Gas Inspector
Electrical
Inspector
Plumbing
Inspector
Board of
Health
Planning Board Planning Bd.
Dog Control Town Clerk
Recreation Rec Comm
Total Spending Limit
$68,500
Fees Charged for inspections Salary and expenses related to the
required under the permit process issuance of permits.
Fees charged for inspections Salary and expenses related to the
required under the permit process issuance of permits.
Fees charged for inspection Salary and expenses related to the
required under the permit process issuance of permits.
$1,500
$7,500
$3,500
Fees and charges for services
related to the Transfer Station
Disposal costs of the open box and mgmt $1 8,000
of the Transfer Station and disposal areas
$3,000Fees charged specific to proposed Expenses associated with proposed
Sub-divisions within Williamsburg sub-divisions within Williamsburg
and new construction and other related expenses associated with
new buildings
Fees specific to dogs Expenses associated with licensing and $5,000
Controlling dogs and to pay the Dog Officer
Salary
Fees specific to recreation programs Pay cost of operating recreation programs$30,000
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Article 11
Article 12
Article 13
Article 14
Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000.00 to be expended at
the discretion of the Board of Selectmen, for the Zoning By-law Review Committee,
and to take said sum from Free Cash. PASSED - UNANIMOUS
Moved and seconded to take no action on article 12. PASSED - UNANIMOUS
Moved and seconded that the town pursuant to MGL Chapter 41, section 1 10A vote to
authorize any public office in Williamsburg to remain closed on any or all Saturdays.
PASSED - UNANIMOUS
Moved and seconded to authorize the Board of Selectmen to petition the General Court
for a special act providing that legislation be adopted as follows, provided, however,
that the General Court may make clerical or editorial changes of form only to the bill,
unless the Board of Selectmen approve amendments to bill before enactment by the
General Court; and provided further that the Board of Selectmen is hereby authorized to
approve amendments which shall be within the scope of the general public objectives of
this petition; or take any other action relative thereto:
An Act relative to Certain Property Tax Assessments in the Town of
Williamsburg
SECTION 1. Not withstanding any general or special law, rule or regulation to the contrary, the
Town of Williamsburg, acting through its Board of Assessors, may abate, within 30 days after the
effective date of this act, a portion of the fiscal year 2003 real estate taxes assessed on certain parcels
for the sole purpose of remedying building valuation errors caused by the conversion of the assessors'
computer system.
SECTION 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
PASSED - UNANIMOUS
Article 15
Article 16
Moved and seconded to take no action on Article 15. PASSED - UNANIMOUS
Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of up to $1 8,650 for the repairs to
the Haydenville Fire and Police Station roof, the Fire Station will be a truss system with
a metal roof, the Police Station will have all of the slate repaired, and to take said sum
from the Stabilization Fund.
PASSED - UNANIMOUS
Article 17 Moved and seconded to authorize the town, or its representatives, to enter upon the
easement premises of Deer Haven Manor to exercise its rights to maintain the easement
premises as outlined in the Declaration of trust with the Deer Haven Manor
Homeowners' Association Trust in the event the Homeowners' Association fails to
maintain the easement premises. Cost for this maintenance shall be paid by the Deer
Haven Manor Homeowners' Association Trust as outlined in the Deer Haven Manor
Declaration of Trust. PASSED - UNANIMOUS
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Moved and seconded to adjourn the Annual Town meeting to June 16, 2003 at 7:00pm
Filed: May 13, 2003
A TRUE COPY ATTEST:
Charlene L. Nardi
Town Clerk
Copies to: Division of Local Services
Town Council
Assessors
Selectmen
Treasurer
Hampshire Regional School Committee
Local School Committee
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TOWN OF WILLIAMSBURG
Minutes of continuation of Annual Town Meeting
June 16, 2003
Warrant signed and posted on April 17, 2003, meeting was adjourned on May 5, 2003 until June 16,
2003 at 7:00pm
Selectmen: Christopher Morris, David Haskell, Eric Cerreta
Constable: Edward Crotty
A quorum being present the continuation of the Annual Town Meeting was called to order at 7:00pm
by the Moderator, Eileen Stewart, after the motion to read the call and return to service. The following
announcements were made:
> Librarian, Lisa Wenner announced that the Library renovation is almost complete and
wished to thank the following people and countless volunteers that helped make it possible:
Voters of Williamsburg, Selectboard, Accountant, Treasurer, Sue Froehlich, Friends of the
Libraries, past members of the Board of Library Trustees, John Hoogstraten, Nick Dines,
Penny Robbins, George Fleck, and Jim Locke.
> The ZBA will continue the hearing regarding the Northampton Water Filtration Plant on
Thursday, June 19, 2003 at 7:30pm.
> George Childs received the Bishop's Circle of Stewards honor in recognition of his many
years and tireless efforts on behalf of the Town of Williamsburg
The meeting was recessed until 7:25 after the Special Town Meeting (see separate minutes for that
meeting's articles) at which time a call for article 8, the Town Budget was requested.
Article 8
Moved and Seconded to fix a salary and compensation of all elected and appointed officers of the town
for the twelve month period ending June 30, 2004, as provided in Section 108, Chapter 41, General
Laws as amended, and that the town does vote to appropriate such sums of money as shall be deemed
necessary to defray the expenses of the period.
Each section of the budget was moved separately as below:
General Government:
Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $265,842.15 for the purpose of General
Government and to raise $225,787.15 of said sum by taxation and $35,000 from Free Cash and $5,055
contingent on a general override. Passed Unanimously
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Description
_ . Taken from expense/Labor education free
taxation override override cash
2004 2004
General Government
Moderator Labor
Selectboard Salaries
Selectboard Expenses
Advertising
Parking Clerk Labor
Parking Clerk Expenses
Constable's Salary
Constable Elections
Administrative Asst. (Town Sec,) Salary
Independent Audit
Elector Oliver Smith Will
250 250
6,800 6,800
2,800 2,520 280
1,000 900 100
250 250
50 50
250 250
200 200
22,294 22,294
6,000 6,000
25 25
Finance Committee Stipends
Finance Committee Secretarv
Finance Committee Chairman's Stipend
Finance Committee Expenses
Reserve Fund
3,150 3,150
800 720 80
150 150
600 540 60
35,000 35,000
Capital Planning Labor
Capital Planninq Expenses
275 268 7
125 125
Town Accountant's Salary
Town Accountant's Assistant
Town Accountant's Expenses
14,853 14,853
4,121 4,121
1,110 999 111
Assessor's Salaries
Assessor's Labor
Assessor's Expenses
Assessor's CAMA Fee
Assessors Revaluation
6,800 6,800
6,150 6,150
2,800 2,520 280
1,500 1,500
5,000 5,000
Treasurer's Salarv
Treasurer's Assistant Salary
Treasurer's Expenses
Treasurer's Certification Stipend
15,303 15,303
2,500 2,500
4,525 4,073 452
1,000 1,000
Town Collector's Salary
Town Collector's Expenses
Town Collector's Certification Stipend
22,294 22,294
9,630 8,667 963
1,000 1,000
Town Counsel
Tax Title Expenses (Treasurer's expense)
16,000 16,000
Town Clerk's Salary
assistant to Town Clerk
Town Clerk's Expenses
Elections / Registration
Street Listing
10,875 10,875
4,812 4,812
1,000 899 101
5,370 5,370
900 810 90
Conservation Commission Labor
Conservation Commission Expenses
Planning Board
Appeals Board
250 250
3,100 2,790 310
1,500 1,350 150
1,500 1,500
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Custodial Services
Town Office Expense
Town Buildings / Grounds
Town Telephones
Technical (web site, etc.)
Town Reports
Copier Maintenance
First Call for Help
7,960 7,960
3,200 2,880 320
17,510 15,759 1,751
*5 000 *> nonJ,UUU
2,000 2,000
2,000 2,000
4,000 4,000
260.15 260.15
Subtotal General Government $265,842.15 $225,787.15 5055 35000
Protection, Persons & Property:
Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $195,402 for the purpose of Protection,
Persons & Property and to raise $190,905 of said sum by taxation and $4,497 contingent on a general
override.
Moved and seconded to amend the article by taking the $1,900 of Fire Department Expense line out of
the override and back into taxation. Amendment was DEFEATED (Hand count: Yes - 79, No - 96)
Moved and seconded to amend the article by adding $2,700 to the Police Department Labor line
contingent on an override for the purpose of increasing the current full time police officer's salary
(Peter Scoble). Amendment: PASSED - Majority.
Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $198,102 for the purpose of Protection,
Persons & Property and to raise $190,905 of said sum by taxation and $7,197 contingent on a general
override. PASSED - MAJORITY
Description
— . Taken from expense/Labor education free
taxation override override cash
2004 2004
Protection, Persons & Property
Police Chiefs Salary
Police Department Labor
Police Department Expenses
Police Department records software
11,916 11,916
101,766 99,066 2,700
25,967 23,370 2,597
3,354 3,354
Fire Department Salaries
Fire Department Labor
Fire Department Expenses
12,274 12,274
13,725 13,725
19,000 17,100 1,900
Jaws of Life
Ambulance Service
Building Inspector Salary
Building Inspector Expenses
Civil Defense Director's Salary (fire chief)
Tree Warden
8,300 8,300
300 300
1,500 1,500
Subtotal Protection, Persons & Propertyl $198,102 $190,905 7197
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Education:
Stipends
Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,250 for the purpose of the School
Committee Stipends and to raise said sum from taxation.
Local School:
Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,366,000 for the purpose of the Local
Schools and to raise $1,316,000 of said sum by taxation and $50,000 contingent on a general override
Moved and seconded to amend the article as follows: "raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,444,000 for
the purpose of the Local Schools and to raise $1,316,000 of said sum by taxation and $128,000
contingent on a general override. Amendment PASSED - MAJORITY
Vocational School:
Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $230,000 for the purpose of Vocational
Schools and to raise $230,000 of said sum by taxation.
Hampshire Regional School:
Moved and Seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $927,320 for the Hampshire Regional School
Budget and to raise $902,320 of said sum by taxation and $25,000 contingent on a general override.
HRHS Debt Service - Construction
Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $199,859 for the purpose of the Hampshire
Regional Debt Service for construction and to take said sum from taxation.
Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate sum of $2,802,429 for the purpose of the entire
educational budget as moved and amended individually and to raise $2,649,429 of said sum by
taxation
and $1 53,000 by a general override. PASSED - MAJORITY
Description
Education
Total
2004
Taken from expense/Labor education
taxation override override
2004
free cash
School Committee Stipends
Local School (see Intergovermental
Expenses below for Charter & Choice costs)
Vocational School
Hampshire Regional School
HRHS Debt Sevice for construction
1,444,000
230,000
927,320
199,859
1,250
1,316,000
230,000
902,320
199,859
1,250
128,000
25,000
Subtotal Educationl $2,802,429 $2,649,429 153,000
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Public Works and Facilities:
Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $368,892 for the purpose of Public Works
and Facilities and to raise $359,734 of said sum by taxation and $9,158 contingent on a general
override.
Passed Unanimously
Description
Public Works and Facilities
Total
Taken from expense/Labor education free
taxation override oyemw casn
2004 2004
Highway Labor
Highway Maintenance Expenses
Highway Garage/Equipment Maintenance
Highway Surplus Equipment
Highway Winter Overtime
Highway Winter Expenses
| 135,874-
-
l35
'
874
47,000 38,542 8,458
35,578 35,578
2,000 2,000
9,015 9,015
46,500 46,500
Street Lighting
Transfer Station - (Board of Health)
Cemetery Commission
7,000 6,300 700
85,450 85,450
475 475
Subtotal Public Works and Facilities! $368,892 $359,734 9158
Human Services:
Moved and Seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $43,384 for the purpose ofHuman Services
and to raise $42,609 of said sum by taxation and $775 contingent on a general override.
Passed Unanimous y
Description
Human Services
Total
2004
Taken from
taxation
2004
Board of Health Salaries 3,000 3,000
Board Of Health Expenses 300 270 30
Animal Inspector 1,600 1,600
Public Health Nurse 2,050 2,050
Council on Aging Director 9,502 9,502
Council on Aging Director assistant 13,197 13,197
Meal Site Staffing 2,255 2,255
Council on Aging expenses 2,650 2,385 265
COA HEN Program 4,000 3,600 400
Senior Van
Veterans' Agent Salary 1,030 1,030
Veteran's Agent Expenses 400 360 40
Veterans' Benefits 3,000 3,000
American's w/disabilities expenses 400 360 40
Subtotal Human Services $43,384 $42,609 775
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Culture and Recreation:
Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $89,414 for the purpose of Culture and
Recreation and to raise $86,954 of said sum by taxation and $2,460 contingent on a general override.
Passed Unanimously
Description
Culture and Recreation
Total
2004
Taken from
taxation
2004
expense/Labor education
override override
free cash
-
Libraries 80,514 78,904 1,610
Athletic Fields 4,000 3,600 400
Recreation Labor/Expenses 4,000 3,600 400
Historical Commission Expense 500 450 50
Historical Commission Survey
Veterans Recognition 400 400
Subtotal Culture and Recreation $89,414 $86,954 2460
Debt Service:
Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $157,620 for the purpose of Debt Service and
to raise $157,620 of said sum by taxation. Passed Unanimously
Total
Taken from
taxation
expense/Labor education
f
.
override override
Treecasn
Description 2004 2004
Debt Service
Local School Loan Payment 36,850 36,850
Local School Loan interest 3,007 3,007
Backhoe Loan 13,500 13,500
Backhoe interest 826 826
Fire Truck Loan 16,000 16,000
Fire Truck interest 2,611 2,611
Wood Waste Capping Loan 20,000 20,000
Wood Waste Capping interest 3,264 3,264
Library Principal
Library interest
23,000
36,341
23,000
36,341
Grader interest 813 813
Short Term Borrowing interest 1,408 1,408
Subtotal Debt Service
(w/o HRHS construction debt) $157,620 $157,620
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Intergovernmental Expenses:
Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum $153,631 for the purpose of Inter-governmental
Expenses and to raise said sum from taxation. Passed Unanimously
[ntergovernmentaJ^Ex^
otaie Air KOIIUtlon (sub.from cherry sheet) ouu DUU
State RMV non-renewal (from cherry sheet) 500 500
Charter School (sub. from cherry sheet) 56,700 56,700
School Choice (sub. from cherry sheet) 19,796 19,796
Hampshire Council of Governments 13,350 13,350
Regional Transit Charge 21,947 21,947
Building Inspection 13,909 13,909
Hilltown Resource Management (B.H.) 9,000 9,000
Foothills Health District (Board Health) 17,929 17,929
Subtotal Intergov'mental Expenses $153,631 $153,631
Miscellaneous Expenses:
Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $456,732 for the purpose of Miscellaneous
Expenses and to raise $456,732 of said sum by taxation. Passed Unanimously
Description
Fixed Miscellaneous Expenses
Total
2004
Taken from
taxation
2004
expense/Labor education
f
.
override override
^eecasn
County Retirement 104,337 104,337
Workers Compensation 12,075 12,075
Unemployment Insurance 500 500
Health Insurance 285,000 285,000
Social Security/Medicare 24,000 24,000
General Insurance 30,820 30,820
Subtotal Fixed Misc. Exp. 456,732 456,732
Passed unanimously the budget (Article 8) in its entirety as individually moved
Description
T . , Taken from expense/Labor education f .Total
taxation override override
rrcecasn
2004 2004
Total Operating Budget $4,536,046 $4,323,401 $24,645 $153,000 $35,000
Moved and seconded to adjourn the Annual Town meeting at 8:56pm
A TRUE COPY ATTEST:
Charlene L. Nardi
Town Clerk
Copies to: Division of Local Services, Bond Council, Accountant, Assessors, Selectmen
Treasurer, Finance, HRHS and Local Schools
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Minutes of the Special Town Meeting
June 16, 2003
Warrant was signed May 29, 2003
Selectmen: Christopher Morris, David Haskell, Eric Cerreta
Constable, Edward Crotty signed and posted the warrant on May 30, 2003
With a quorum being present, The Moderator, Eileen Stewart called the Special Town Meeting to
order, after recessing the continuation of the Annual at 7:07p.m. The following articles were voted on:
Article 1 Moved and Seconded to appropriate the sum of $890 for architectural/engineering
services as part of a feasibility study for the School Building Committee and to take
said sum from the School Building Use Revolving Fund.
Passed - Unanimously
Article 3 Moved and Seconded to transfer the sum of $4,744.60 from the Winter Expenses
account to the Equipment Maintenance account.
Passed - Unanimously
Article 4 Moved and Seconded to take no action on Article 4. (Library furnishings and
equipment)
Passed - Unanimously
Article 2 Moved and Seconded to take no action on Article 2. (Quinn Bill - PD)
Majority
Passed -
The meeting was adjourned at 7:25p.m at which time the Moderator called the continuation
back to order.
A TRUE COPY ATTEST:
Charlene L. Nardi
Town Clerk
Copies to: Division of Local Services, Bond Council, Assessors, Accountant, Selectmen, Treasurer,
Hampshire Regional School Committee, and Local School Committee
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Town of Williamsburg
Override Election
Monday August 11, 2003
Active Voters: 1674 Voter Turnout: 47%
Delivered estimated ballots (1300), 129 absentee ballots were received and accepted.
Warden I: Bess Lojko Warden II: Winona Lockwood
In Count - 778, Out Count - 777 Ballot Machine - 779
The polls opened at lOa.m and closed at 7p.m with the following results: 779 BALLOTS TALLIED
Question 1A:
Shall the Town of Williamsburg be allowed to assess an additional $128,000 in real estate and personal property
taxes for the purposes of the LOCAL SCHOOL OPERATING BUDGET for the fiscal year beginning July First,
Two Thousand and Three?
Blanks -15 YES -371 NO - 393 FAILED
Question IB
Shall the Town of Williamsburg be allowed to assess an additional $107,500 in real estate and personal property
taxes for the purposes of the LOCAL SCHOOL OPERATING BUDGET for the fiscal year beginning July First,
Two Thousand and Three?
Blanks- 12 YES - 397 NO - 367 PASSED-****
Question 1C:
Shall the Town of Williamsburg be allowed to assess an additional $92,000 in real estate and personal property
taxes for the purposes of the LOCAL SCHOOL OPERATING BUDGET for the fiscal year beginning July First,
Two Thousand and Three?
Blanks -12 YES -413 NO -354 PASSED
Question ID:
Shall the Town of Williamsburg be allowed to assess an additional $50,000 in real estate and personal
property taxes for the purposes of the LOCAL SCHOOL OPERATING BUDGET for the fiscal year
beginning July First, Two Thousand and Three?
Blanks -19 YES -453 NO -307 PASSED
Question 2:
Shall the Town of Williamsburg be allowed to assess an additional $2 1 ,945 in real estate and personal property
taxes for the purposes ofTOWN DEPARTMENTAL EXPENSE BUDGETS for the fiscal year beginning July
First, Two Thousand and Three?
Blanks - 1 9 YES - 437 NO - 323 PASSED
Question 3:
Shall the Town of Williamsburg be allowed to assess an additional $2,700 in real estate and personal property
taxes for the purposes of a SALARY INCREASE TO POLICE OFFICER PETER SCOBLE'S SALARY for the
fiscal year beginning July First, Two Thousand and Three?
Blanks -13 YES - 468 NO -298 PASSED
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Question 4:
Shall the Town of Williamsburg be allowed to assess an additional $25,000 in real estate and personal property
taxes for the purposes of the HAMPSHIRE REGIONAL SCHOOL ASSESSMENT for the fiscal year beginning
July First, Two Thousand and Three?
Blanks -4 YES -458 NO -317 PASSED
****
- The highest dollar amount prevails.
A TRUE COPY ATTEST:
Charlene L. Nardi
Cc: Division of Local Services, Accountant, Assessors, Finance Cmte, Local School Cmte, Hampshire
Regional High School, Police Department, Treasurer, All Boards
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Town of Williamsburg
Special Town Meeting
November 17, 2003
All voters were checked in and given green voting cards. The meeting was delayed until 7:15 p.m. to
complete this process. One hundred and forty voters were checked in at the door.
A public hearing on the proposed Zoning By-laws was held on May 28, 2003. The notice was posted
in the local newspaper for two consecutive weeks - May 14 and May 20. A legal notice of the hearing
was posted in the Town Clerk's Office on May 12, 2003. The Planning Board voted to accept and
recommend the Zoning By-law Review Committee's proposal on November 3, 2003. The warrant was
posted in seven locations on November 3, 2003 by the Constable, Edward Crotty.
The Town Clerk read the greeting and the Moderator, Eileen Stewart, called the meeting to order at
7:15 p.m.
Article 1 Moved and seconded to appropriate the sum of $1 10.00 for the purpose of paying
Cooley Dickinson Hospital for drug testing for two employees in fiscal 2002 and to take
said sum from FREE CASH.
Gordon Allen, Finance Committee Chair stated the Finance Committee's support.
(9/10ths needed to pass for prior year)
$110.00 -FREE CASH
PASSED - more than 9/1 0's majority (one nay vote)
Article 2 Moved and seconded to accept Massachusetts G.L. Ch 40, section 22f, which allows
municipal board members and elected officials who issue licenses and permits or
provide services to set reasonable fees for said licenses, permits, and services.
PASSED - unanimously
Article 3 Moved and seconded to appropriate the sum of $9,000 for storm drainage
improvements in the vicinity of the Town Office building and to take said sum from
FREE CASH.
$9,000 -FREE CASH
PASSED - unanimously
Article 4 Moved and seconded to amend Article 6 of the May 5, 2003 Annual Town Meeting as
follows: To appropriate the sum of $224,304.50 composed of the amounts listed below,
for the purpose of operating and maintaining the town's water system, including the
laying of mains in fiscal 2004, and take $194,304.50 from Water Revenue and $30,000
from Retained Earnings.
2,800.00
57,192.50
164,312.00
224,304.50
Salaries $
Expenses $
Debt Service $
Total $
$194304.50 - WATER REVENUE
$30,000.00 - RETAINED EARNINGS
PASSED - unanimously
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Article 5 Moved and seconded to amend Article 7 of the May 5, 2003 Annual Town Meeting as
follows: To raise and appropriate the sum of $187,189.00 composed of the amounts
listed below, for the purpose of operating, maintaining and constructing the town's
sewer system for fiscal year 2004, and take $1 1 1,000.00 from Sewer Revenue and
$76,189.00 from Retained Earnings.
Salaries $ 2,800.00
Sewer Construction $ 59,000.00
Operations & Maintenance $ 73,825.00
Debt Service $ 51,564.00
Total $ 187,189.00
$111,000 - SEWER REVENUE
$76,189 - RETAINED EARNINGS
PASSED - unanimously
Article 6 Moved and seconded to amend Article 8 of the June 1 6, 2003 continuation of the May
5, 2003 Annual Town Meeting, section for Debt Service as follows:
To raise and appropriate the sum of $162,972.33 for the purpose of Debt Service
and to take $82,972.33 from taxation and $80,000 from Free Cash.
Description 2004 2004
Debt Service
Local School Loan Payment $ 36,850.00 $ 36,850.00
Local School Loan interest 3,007.00 3,007.00
Backhoe Loan 13,500.00 13,500.00
Backhoe interest 1,418.50 1,418.50
Fire Truck Loan 16,000.00 16,000.00
Fire Truck interest 5,445.34 5,445.34
Wood Waste Capping Loan 20,000.00 20,000.00
Wood Waste Capping interest 7,015.11 7,015.11
Library Principal 41,000.00 41,000.00
Library interest 14,803.72 14,803.72
Grader interest 1,702.19 1,702.19
Sander interest 555.63 555.63
Town Hall Heating interest 266.84 266.84
Short Term Borrowing interest 1,408.00 1,408.00
Subtotal Debt Service
(w/o HRHS construction debt) $162,972.33 $162,972.33
$82,972.33 -TAXATION
$80,000.00 -FREE CASH
PASSED - unanimously
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Article 7 Moved and seconded to appropriate the sum of $20,000 to replace the 1988 4-wheel
drive Suburban Fire Chiefs vehicle with a year 2000 or newer vehicle and retrofit and
equip the new vehicle and to take said sum from stabilization.
$20,000 - STABILIZATION
PASSED - unanimously (requires 2/3, aye - 129, nay - 0)
Article 8 Moved and seconded to replace the Protective By-law of the Town of Williamsburg
with a new Zoning By-law, as set forth in the attachment to the warrant for the Special
Town Meeting ofNovember 17, 2003.
The Planning Board Chair, Roger Bisbee, stood and informed Town Meeting that the board
voted to accept and recommend the proposed Zoning By-Law at their last meeting,
November 3, 2003.
Amendments:
Moved and seconded to make grammatical corrections to page 6, section 4.1 - Restrictions
by adding the words "a" and "is" in the first sentence so it reads "Use of a trailer, mobile
home or recreational vehicle as living or sleeping quarters is prohibited." And to page 10,
section 5.6 Site Plan Requirements by deleting the duplicated words in the seconded
sentence "all existing and proposed buildings and."
PASSED - unanimously
Moved and seconded to amend page 3, section 2.3 by changing the word "town" to "village"
so that the section reads "This zone recognizes the traditional low-density residential and
agricultural character of areas outside the village centers, while protecting their
environmentally sensitive resources."
PASSED - unanimously
Moved and seconded to change page 4, section 3.2 of the Use Table, Home Occupation, the
Notes section from "see Section 9.8" to "see Section 9.1 1".
PASSED - unanimously
Moved and seconded to amend page 9, section 5.46 by deleting after the word application -
"in its discretion, investigate the site covered in the application" and replace with "conduct a
site visit of the lot that is the subject of the application".
PASSED - unanimously
Moved and seconded to amend General Notes of the Description of Williamsburg Zoning
Districts, #2 to read as follows: Zones shall extend from properties frontage on the public
way from a line 400' from the frontage, parallel to the frontage or to the rear property line
whichever is less.
PASSED - unanimously
Moved and seconded to amend page 8, section 5.2 by adding to the second sentence the
word "Zoning" so that it reads "The Zoning Board of Appeals "
PASSED - unanimously
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The Zoning By-law review Committee proceeded with their presentation.
Amendments
Moved and seconded to amend page 24, section 9.1 1-2, e. by changing the word "of to "or"
so that it reads "The use shall not constitute a nuisance by reason of an unacceptable level of
air or water pollution, excessive noise or visually flagrant structures and accessories, and the
use shall not pose a hazard to abutters, vehicles or pedestrians."
PASSED - unanimously
Moved and seconded to add to the definition of Village Mix of the written description of the
Williamsburg Zoning Districts the following:
"The Zone includes the easterly side of South Main Street from the intersection of Bridge
Street to the intersection with VV al pole Road and the westerly side of South Main Street to
include 18 South Main Street or Lot 240 as designated on Assessor's map K to the
intersection of Walpole Road;" and to add to the description of Village Residential "the
easterly side of South Main Street to the intersection of Bridge Street; the westerly side of
South Main Street to the land of 18 South Main Street or Lot 240 designated on Assessor's
Map K;"
PASSED - majority
Moved and seconded to amend written Description of Williamsburg Zoning Districts, #1 by
adding to the end "except as specified above".
PASSED - unanimously
Moved and seconded to amend page 1 , Table of Contents by appending the Description of
Williamsburg Zoning Districts and the Zoning Map as Section 19 - Attachments a and b
Section 19 - Attachments
a. Description of Williamsburg Zoning Districts
b. Zoning Map
PASSED - majority
Moved and seconded to amend page 3, section 2.0 by adding a second sentence "The
description of the zoning districts is found in Section 19 - Attachments, a and b."
PASSED - majority
Moved and seconded to delete the PVCP Emblem and disclaimer text from the Zoning Map.
DEFEATED
Moved and seconded to add to the map the following statement " In the event of conflict
between the written description and the map description, the written description shall
prevail."
PASSED - majority
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Moved and seconded to change the description of South Main Street from the Fort Hill Road
intersection to the Northampton City line from Village Residential to Village Mix on the
Description of Zoning Districts (Attachment A, Section 19).
DEFEATED (ayes - 50, nays - 61)
A vote on the main motion "to replace the Protective By-law of the Town of
Williamsburg with a new Zoning By-law, as set forth in the attachment to the warrant
for the Special Town Meeting ofNovember 17, 2003 as amended" was conducted by a
hand count of registered voters.
Ayes - 109
Nays - 9
PASSED - by more than 2/3rds majority
Moved and seconded to adjourn the meeting at 9:35 PM.
A True Copy Attest:
Charlene L. Nardi, Town Clerk of Williamsburg
Cc: Accountant, Assessors, Attorney General, Board of Selectmen, Division of Local Services,
Planning Board, Treasurer, Water/Sewer Commission, Zoning By-Law Review Committee, Attorney
General (mailed 12/23)
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Town of Williamsburg
Special Town Meeting - December 6, 2003
A quorum being present, the Moderator, Eileen Stewart, called the meeting to order at 1 :10pm in the
Anne T. Dunphy School. The Moderator called for the Return to Service. The articles were taken out
of order so articles 1 through 3 can be voted by private ballot using the voting machine. Articles 1
through 2 were brought in by petition signed by 249 voters which called the meeting. Article 3 was
added by a petition signed by a minimum of 1 00 voters. All petitions were certified. Articles 1 and 2
were posted in the Town Clerk's Office on November 3 as stipulated for Governmental By-law
changes.
Article 4 Moved and seconded to transfer the sum of $37,201 from Water Enterprise Retained
Earnings to the FY03 Revenue Deficit account.
PASSED - unanimously
Article 5 Moved and seconded to vote to transfer the sum of $23,891 from Sewer Enterprise
Retained Earnings to the FY03 Revenue Deficit account.
PASSED - unanimously
Article 6 Moved and seconded to amend Article 8 of the June 16, 2003 continuation of the May
5, 2003 Annual Town Meeting, section for Intergovernmental Expenses as follows:
To raise and appropriate the sum of $54,188 for the purpose of
Intergovernmental Expenses and to take said from taxation.
Hampshire Council of Governments
Building Inspection
Hilltown Resource Management
Foothills Health District
Subtotal Intergovernmental Expenses:
PASSED - unanimously
13,350
13,909
9,000
17,929
54,188
Moved and seconded to recess the Town Meeting until December 13, 2003 at 1 :00 PM.
Moved and seconded to amend the motion to "recess the meeting until the first Monday of
May, night of the Annual 2004 meeting."
Amendment DEFEATED
DEFEATED - motion to recess
Article 1 Moved and seconded to take no action on article 1 based on the fact that voters were
told not to attend if snowing. Ruled out of order.
Moved and seconded to amend the General Government By-law, Board of Library
Trustees, Section 8 relating to Budgeting
, by deleting the second sentence thereof
which reads "The Board shall have the authority to adjust line item amounts in the
library budget as it deems prudent to support library operations within the amount
appropriated by the Town." and by adding the following sentence: "The Board shall
include in its budget four separate line items to support operations of the Meekins and
Haydenville libraries for (1) salary and labor; (2) maintenance; (3) books and supplies;
and (4) utilities."
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Christopher Smith, representing the Finance Committee reported that the Finance
Committee did not support the article as moved.
Moved and seconded to amend the motion to change the last sentence as follows:
"The Board shall include in its budget two separate line items to support operations
of the Williamsburg Libraries for (1) salary and labor, and (2) expenses, beginning
with Fiscal Year 2005."
Moved and seconded to amend a third category (3) maintenance.
2
nd Amendment DEFEATED
PASSED - Majority (1 st amendment)
The article was voted as amended by secret ballot at the end of the meeting.
The machine tally: 209 total votes Yes -67 No -138 Blanks - 4
DEFEATED
Article 2 Moved and seconded to amend the General Government By-law, Board of Library
Trustees, Section 1 relating to Creation and Purpose by adding the following: "The
Board of Library Trustees shall keep each of the libraries open to the public for library
services a minimum of ten (10) hours per week. Neither library shall be open fewer
than ten (10) hours per week without the approval oftown meeting requiring a 2/3rds
majority vote."
Board of Library Trustee Chair, Anne Haxo spoke to the article.
The Finance Committee took no stand on the article, however, if passed they
recommend that it be effective FY 2005.
The article was voted as amended by secret ballot at the end of the meeting.
The machine tally 209 total votes Yes -60 No -149 Blanks -0
DEFEATED
Article 3 Moved and seconded the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the additional sum of
$4,650 for the fiscal year 2004 budget of the Williamsburg Libraries contingent upon
the passage of article 2 and to be expended at the discretion of the Board of Library
Trustees to cover expenses associated with reopening the Haydenville Library.
Moved and seconded to amend the article to take the funds from FREE CASH.
PASSED - majority
The article was voted as amended by secret ballot at the end of the meeting.
The machine tally: 209 total votes Yes - 1 53 No - 54 Blanks -
Contingent on Article 2 passing, Article 2 Failed.
Moved and seconded to adjourn the meeting at 3:29 PM.
A True Copy Attest:
Charlene L. Nardi
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Annual Report of the Town Accountant
The following is a listing of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Williamsburg for
the year ending June 30, 2003.
• Combined Balance Sheet
• Statement of General Fund Revenues and Expenditures-Budget and Actual
• Detailed Statement of General Fund Expenditures - Budget and Actual
• Statement of Enterprise Fund Revenues and Expenditures
• Statement of Trust Fund Balances
Respectfully submitted,
KimberlyJ. Hyslip
Town Accountant
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TOWN OF WILLIAMSBURG
JUNE 30, 2003
GENERAL SPECIAL ENTERPRISE CAPITAL TRUST & LONG-TERM
ASSETS FUND REVENUES FUNDS PROJECTS AGENCY DEBT
Pooled cash and equivalents 969,536.52 461,649.49 601,908.34 357,554.22 327,351.29
Investment Accounts 1,187,934.37
Receivables:
Property Taxes-net 80,099.71
Excise taxes 46,537.54
Departmental and other 29,940.67 4,696 60
Water & Sewer 198,011.68
Loans receivable 105,051.33
Due from other Governments 208,020.81
Amount to be Provided For
Water Improvement 1,364,547.69
Sewer Construction 300,000.00
School Reconstruction 147,400 00
Fire Truck 128,000.00
Wood Waste Dump 160,000 00
Loader Backhoe 40,500.00
Grader 40,000.00
TOTAL ASSETS 1,126,114.44 669,670.30 2,464,467.71 357,554.22 1 625 033 59 •515 900 00
i unit rriir^
Warrants & Accounts Payable $378,077.17 $22,839.24 $147,537.88 $18,352.15 $22,044.49
Accrued Payroll $150,934.84
Bond Anticipation Notes:
T Hall Heating System $25,000.00
Highway Sander $25,000.00
Library Renovations $500,000.00
Deferred Revenue:
Property Taxes 80,099.71
Tax Liens 24,677.53
Tax Possessions 5,171.08
Motor Vehicle 46,414.54
Other 190.20 198,011.68 105,051.33
State Highway Aid AAA r\s~\f\ O 4208,020.81
Long Term Debt Payable 1,664,547.69 515,900.00
Payroll Withholdings (12,421.74)
Police Outside Details (342.00)
Due to Others 1,842.50
TOTAL LIABILITIES 685 565 07 230 860 05 2 010 097 25 568 352 15 116 174 58 515 900 00
l'i '\'n itoiiitv
Retained Earnings 395,357.07
Reserved for FY03 Revenue Deficits (61.092.00)
Reserved for Continuing Appropriations 29,791.38 102,621.76
Reserved for Expenditures 38,000.00
Reserved for Special Purposes 231,160.06
Reserved for Endowment 4 OT7 COO OC
Fund Balance-Designated 438,810.25 17,483.63 (210,797.93)
Fund Balance-Undesignated 372,757.99
TOTAL FUND EQUITY 440,549.37 438,810.25 454,370.46 (210,797.93) 1,508,859.01
TOTAL LIABILITIES & FUND EQUITY $1,126,114.44 $669,670.30 $2,464,467.71 $357,554.22 $1,625,033.59 $515,900.00
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Town of Williamsburg
Statement of Revenue and Expenditures
Budgetary Basis and Actual - General Fund
Year Ended June 30, 2003
General Fund
Revenue
Taxes:
Real Estate
Personal Property
Motor Vehicle and other Excise
Penalties & Interest
State Aid
Other Departmental Receipts
Earnings on Invested Funds
Court Fines
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Expenditures
General Government
Public Safety
Education
Public Works
Human Services
Culture and Recreation
Debt Service
Intergovernmental Expenses
Miscellaneous
Total Expenditures
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
over Expenditures
Budget
2,799,708
54,309
220,437
12,500
837,879
69,000
25,000
25,000
317,357
4,361,190
244,574
195,340
2,616,537
365,153
39,574
80,881
94,840
71,605
774,894
4,483,398
-122208*
Actual
2,786,026
50,695
262,717
17,450
825,236
86,390
20,865
27,023
229,997
4,306,399
224,652
192,909
2,616,329
361,335
35,385
79,868
94,337
202,245
701,922
4,508,982
-202,583
Variance
-13,682
-3,614
42,280
4,950
-12,643
17,390
-4,135
2,023
-87,360
-54,791
-19,922
-2,431
-208
-3,818
-4,189
-1,013
-503
130,640
-72,972
25,584
-80,375
* Amount voted by TM to be taken from Free Cash
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TOWN 07 WILLIAMSBURG - PTT03 ?ago
fY2003 Expanaa Report (All Entries) - General Fund
Pr ovi 3u
3
Budge t Re v i sed Actual
:er.se Category / Account S 'J d 5 ' t- 1 Revisions Bud^Q t Expanded Balance
URAL GOVERNMENT
;de:i::r 015114-110 2 5 . 00 2 50 2 5 . 0C
alactboard Salaries 015122-110 6 , 800 . 00 £ Ann nn b , BOG , CO
slc-.ccsrl Expanses 015122-700 2 800 00 b n n nn 2,794 .45 5 . 55
iver rising 015124-700 l, aoc . oo 1 00* , L> W U , U 'J 5 C 1 . 2 3 4 9 3.77
irking Cleric Labor 015126-110 250 . 00 250 . OC 250.03
irking Clerk Expenses 015126-700 50 . 00 181 .25 2 31.25 2 31.25
xistable Salary 015127-110 2 50 . 00 2 50.00 9 *a rt ^ ft
instable - Elections 015127-111 225 . 00 2 2 5.00 2 25.
:1 oc -=ec - A dm Ass; Lab 015129-110 21/750 . 00 21, 750 .00 oi tci n ft
idapandent Audit 015129-300 6 , 000 . 00 2,300.00 S , 3 00 . 00 A ia'i n ft
;ector Oliver Smith W 015129-700 25 . 00 25 . 00 2 5.00
.nance Co sr. Stipends 015131-110 3,150.00 3 , 150 . 00 o sin n r 3 50.05
ainca Corcr. Secretary 015151-111 800.00 BOO . flfl fl ot 3 t) .oo 161. 12
na:ice Ccsun Chair Sti 015131-112 150 .00 150.00 1 D U U l«
nance Ccnun Expenses 015131-7C0 600 . 00 600.00 4 9 9 C C 101. 00
narve Fund 515132-740 50,000. 00 ( 37, 047 . 76
)
12, 952. 24 4 020*22 O . 3 3 , . u &
pital Planning Labor 015133-110 275.00 275. 00 vv
pital Planning Expan 015133-7OO 125.00 125.00 125 .00
wr. Accountant's Sala 015135-110 14, 491 . 00 14 , 4 91 . 14 491 . 00
wn Accountant Assist 015135-111 4 , 020 . 00 4, 020 . 0C 4 , C2 . 00
m Accountant's Expe 015135-700 1, 170 - 00 1.40O. 00 2 , 570 . CO 2 . 570 . DO
sassors' Salaries 015141-110 6 , 800 . 00 6 , 800 . 00 6,600. 00
sessors' labor 015141-111 6 , 000 . 00 6, CC0. 00 5/555.50 444 . 55
sessors' Kxpensfls 015141-700 3 , 200 . 00 3,200. 00 2,493.98 7 06 . 02
sassors - CAMA Fee 015141-701 1,500.00 1, 500 . 00 1 5 CO
seasurs - Ravaluatio C15142-700 5,000.00 ( 5,000.00)
usurer's Salary 015145-110 14 , 930 . 00 756 . 00 15, 6 86 . 00 15,686.00
easurer's Assistant 015145-111 2,500.00 2.500. 00 2,304. 00 196.CC
•asur a r ' a Expens e s O15145-7C0 4 , 525 .00 4, 525. 00 4. 525,00
»n Collector's Saiar 015146-110 21, 750 . 00 21,750.00 21,750 . 00
<m Coll Cert Stipend 015146-111 1 . 000 . 00 1, 000 . 00 1,000 . 00
*n Collector's Expen 015146-700 9,630 .00 9, 630 . 00 8/740 . 47 939 . S3
»r. Counsel 015151-350 16 ,000 . S3 16,000.00 13, 107 .25 2.392.75
c Titl e Expense 0151SB-700 500 . 00 5C0.00 500.00
<n Clerk's Salary 015161-110 10.610.00 10.610.00 10,610. 00
«n Clark Assistant 015161-111 4, 695.00 4,695.00 4,695.00
m Clerk's Expanses 015161-700 1, 375 . 00 1,375.00 1 , 332 .78 42.22
setions/Registration 01S162-700 6,100.00 200.51 6,300.51 6 ,300 . 51
reet Listing 015164-70C AAA A A9 0.00 a *i f\ nn7 J J . U U 900 .00
iserva>:ion Conun Labn 015171-1X0 250 .00 250.00 146.90 103 .10
isarvaticn Com Expe 015171-700 3. 100.00 3,100.00 2,133.46 961.54
>nala Beard 515176-7CO 1, 5CC .00 252.44 1,752.44 1,752 .44
itudial Services 515192-110 7,96C .00 7,960.00 7, 450.79 SC9 .21
11 OCtice Expense 515192-700 3,200.00 3 55.00 3,555.00 3, 555.00
m fiui ldings/Ut U'jnds 01G192-7C1 17,510.00 17,510.00 17, 269.03 24C .97
m Telephone Fxpense 015192-702 5,000.00 3,200.00 8,200 . C 6, 463 .22 1, 736 .73
m Internet Services 015193-700 2,000.00 2.000.0C 2, 000. 00
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TOWN OF WILLIAMSBURG - FY03
FY2003 Expense Report (All Entries) - General Fund
Page 2
Previous Origin*! Budget
Revised Actual
n Budqet I Revisions I Budget | Expended |
Balance Exp
Expense Category / Account Year's Balance |
g
|
_ ; ^
2 ooo 00 2.000.00 1.984.00 16.00
99
Town Report 015195-700
4
'
000 00 4,000.00 3,749.96
250.04 94
Copier Maintenance 015199-700 260.00
260 00 '
First Call for Help 015199-702 "
o"oo" 277.976.00 ( 33.402.56,
244.573.44 224,651.32 19.922.12 92
TOTAL GENERAL GOVERNMENT u -
uu
PJlpTECTL PERSONS • PROPERTY n, 625. 00 11,625.00 100
Police Chiefs Salary 015210-110
96
'
650
'
00 96,650.00 96.650.00
100
Police Dept Labor 015210-111
23
'
511
'
o 1.000.00 24,511.00 24,488.67
22.33 100
Police Dept Expenses 015210-700 3,354.00 3,354.00
Police Records Softwar 015210-701
3
'
1
H, 975. 00 11,800.30 174.70 99
Pire Dept Salaries 015220-110
3 "4 50 16',624.50 16,623.00 1.50 100
Pire Dept Labor 015220-111
19
'
00 00 19,000.00 18.525.73
474.27 98
Fire Dept Expenses 015220-700 " 8,300.00 8,200.00 100.00 99
Ambulance Service 015231-690 300.00 1°°
300 . 00 juv • ** **
Civil Defense Dir Sala 015291-110 3.000.00 1,342.09 1.657.91 45
Tree Warden 015294-700
3.000.00
•
"'" isi 105 .00 4,234.50 195.339.50
192.908.79 2.430.71 99
TOTAL PROTECT. PERSONS t PROPERTY 0.00
191. . OU
EDUCATION
School Conrni Stipends 015300-110
Local Schools 015300-700
vocational School 015310-700
Hampshire Regional 015320-690
Hamp Regional Capital 015320-700
TOTAL EDUCATION
PUBLIC WORKS AND FACILITIES
Highway Labor 015422-110
Highway Road Maintenan 015422-700
H'way Goraga/Bquip Mai 015422-701
Highway Surplus Equipm 015422-800
Winter Overtime 015423-110
Winter Expenses 015423-700
Street Lighting 015424-700
Transfer Station 015433-700
Cemetery Commission 015491-700
TOTAL PUBLIC WORKS AND FACILITIES
HUMAN SERVICES
Board of Health Salari 015511-110
Board of Health Expens 015511-700
Animal Inspection 015519-700
Public Health Nurse 015522-700
Council on Aging Direc 015541-110
0.00
1,250.00
1,448.446.00
182. 167 .00
831. 017 .00
97 , B19 . 00
16,707 .00)
1,241.48
71.303 .00
1,250.00
1,431,739.00
183,408.48
902,320.00
97,819 .00
1,041.67
1,431,739.00
183,408.48
902,320.00
97,819.00
208.33
2,560.699.00 55,837.48 2,616,536.48
2,616,328.15
132,560.00
47 , 000. 00
35,578.00
2,000.00
9,015.00
46.SO0.00
7,000.00
85,000. 00
500 .00
0.00 365,153.00
3,000.00
300.00
1,600.00
2,000.00
9, 270 . 00
B3
100
100
100
100
208.33 100
132,560. 00 131.313. 40 1,246
.
60 99
47,000. 00 46,906. 11 93 . 89 100
4,744
.
60 40,322. 60 40.322. 60
100
2,000. 00 450. 00 1,550. 00
23
9.015. 00 8,733. 34 281. 66
97
4 ,744
.
60) 41.755. 40 41,755. 40
100
7,000. 00 6,353. 84 646. 16
91
85,000. 00 85, 000
,
00 100
500 ,00 500 .00
100
.00 365, 153 .00 361.334 .69
99
3,000 .00 3,000 .00
100
675 .00 97 5 . 00 925 .00
50 . 00 95
1,600 .00 1,325 .00 275
.00 83
2,000 .00 1.999 .92 .08
100
9,270 .00 9.270 .00
100
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TOWN OF WILLIAMSBURG - PY03 Page 3
FY2003 Expanse Report (All Entries) - General Fund
Previous Original Budget Revi a ed Ac tua
1
!xpanse Category / Account Year's Balance
|
Budget
1
Revisions I Budget 1 Expended 1 Balance Exp
COA Office Assistant 015541-111 12,875 .00 12, 875 .00 12 , 872 . 94 2 .06 100
Meal Site Staffing 015541-112 2,200 .00 2,200 .00 2,137 .25 62 .75 97
Council on Aging Expen 015541-700 2,650 .00 174 .00 2,824 .00 2,824 .00 100
Veterans' Agent Salary 015543-110 1,030 .00 1,030 .00 1,030 . 00 100
Veterans' Agent Expens 015543 -699 400.00 4 00 . 00 400 . 00
Veterans' Benefits 015543-700 3,000 .00 3,000 . 00 3 , 000 . 00
Aner with Disab Expens 015545-700 400 .00 400 . 00 400 . 00 itu
TOTAL HUMAN SERVICES . 00 38,725 00 849 .00 3 9, 57 4 . 00 3 5,384 . 1
1
4,189 . 8 9 8 9
rULTURE AND RECREATION
Libraries 015611-700 65,520 00 6,361 .00 71,881 00 71,881 00 100
Athletic Fields 015630-700 4,000 00 4,000 00 3, 983 41 16 59 100
Recreation Labor/Expen 015630-701 4,000 00 4,000 00 3,936 16 6 3 84 9 8
Historical Commission 015691-700 600 00 600 00 66 6 5 533 3 5 11
Veterans' Recognition 015692-700 400 00 400.00 400 00 #1u
TOTAL CULTURE AND RECREATION .00 74. 520 00 6,361 00 80,881 00 79, 867 22 1, 013 78 9 9
3EBT SERVICE
Prin - School Debt 015710-911 36,850 00 36,850 00 3 6,850 00 100
Prin - Capping Wood Wa 015710-913 20, 000 00 20,000 00 i ft n n ft20,000 00 1 ft A
Prin-Backhoe Debt 015710-919 13 , 500 00 13, S00 00 13,500 00 100
Prin-Fire Truck Debt 015710-920 16,000 00 16,000 00 16,000 00 100
Int - School Debt 015750-916 1,758 00 1.758. 00 1,757 74 26 100
Int - Capping Wood Was 015750-918 3. 967 00 3, 967. 00 3,966 45 55 100
Int-Backhoe Debt 015750-919 617. 00 617. 00 OA/ nn 100
Int-Flra Truck Debt 015750-920 1,648 00 1, 648. 00 1«645 13 ft 87 100
Int - Short Term 015750-925 500.00 500. 00 c n ft n n Q
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE . 00 94,840. 00 00 94,840. 00 94*336 3 2 £ A 9 9
INTERGOVERNMENTAL EXPENSES
State - Air Pollution 015820-640 S65 00 565. 00 c c c n ftu u 100
State - RMV Non-Renewa 015820-641 420. 00 420. 00 1 1 £ ft1 , AO v . ft ft ( 7 40 00
)
27 6
State - Charter School 015820-642 89,084. 00 ( 89,084. 00)
State - School Choice 015820-643 33,844. 00 ( 33,844. 00)
Hamp Council of Gov'ts 015830-622 14,834. 00 14,834. 00 14,834. 00 100
Regional Transit Charg 015840-663 12,529. 00 12,529.00 21,947. 00 ( 9,418. 00) 175
Hilltown Resource MgtC 015840-664 9,075. 00 9,075. 00 O i 4 J J 57 5. 6 5 94
Foothills Health Distr 015840-666 19.800. 00 19,800. 00 ± 1 , J £. 7 2 1,871 2 B 91
Building Inspection Co 015840-667 14,382. 00 14, 382
.
00 14 , 382 . 00 100
TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL EXPENSES 0.00 71,605. 00 00 71,605. 00 202,244. 07 ( 130,639. 07) 282
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
Medicaid Billing 015910-170 271. 46 271. 46 271
.
46 100
County Retirement 015911-170 98,294. 00 61. 00 98, 355. 00 98,355. 00 100
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Town of Williamsburg
Enterprise Funds
Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
Year Ended June 30, 2003
Revenues:
User Charges
Connection Fees
Penalties & Interest
Earnings on Investments
Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Salaries & Wages
Expenses
Construction
Debt Service
Total Expenditures
Excess of Revenues over Expenditures
Retained Earnings-Beg of Year
Retained Earnings-End of Year
Water Fund
191,250
367
3,383
195,000
31,112
26,776
10,000
164,312
232,200
-37,200
267,861
230,661
Sewer Fund
78,795
28,510
135
3,521
110,961
15,706
146,651
54,739
217,096
106,135
305,420
199,285
54
Town of Williamsburg
Trust Fund Balances
June 30, 2003
SCHOOL TRUST FUNDS Non-Expendable Expendable
Daniel Collins 198,705.78 359,885.32
OC Snpllman 41,854.87 60 615 69
Ethel Curry 1,000.00 4,591.82
Albert Sanders 6,679.73 20,378.05
DunDhv - DunDhv School 10,186.01 20,642.73
Dunphy - James School 10,578.42 29,848.66
Ellsworth Hyde 3,004.77 7,031.11
Bryon Loomis 8,549.10 21,350.28
William Sheehan 418.34 -343.94
Helen James 2,944.11 14,198.73
TOTALS $283,921.13 $538,198.45
OTHER TRUST FUNDS Non-Expendable Expendable
WCTU Clock Fund 4,100.00 4,197.19
Cemetery Care 2,150.00 314.44
Whiting Street 4,000.00 -398.41
Arthur King 30,247.04 393.67
Albert Hills 5,000.00 16,580.27
Christian Hills 5,000.00 20,740.42
Henry Hills 17,844.22 66,056.12
Mary Main 3,056.61 7,114.32
Lyman Waite 700.00 61.57
Electra Waite 1,773.51 2,151.17
Henry Warner 7,301.36 28,043.26
Women's Club 440.00 1,327.06
James Taylor 1,920.00 1,203.10
Sanderson/Heath 4,326.83
Meekins Library 11,145.85
TOTALS $83,532.74 $163,256.86
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Annual Report of the Town Administrator Feasibility Committee
The Town Administrator Feasibility Committee was established by Special Town Meeting on March
19, 2001 to look into the practicality of hiring a Town Administrator. The Committee, which reports
to the Board of Selectmen, started meeting on January 21, 2003 and has met 8 more times during 2003.
During that time, we have conducted numerous public interviews with department heads, town
employees, town officers and personnel from other towns.
We are very grateful to all of the people who have been willing to share their time, thoughts and
expertise in discussions with us. We have received a lot of very useful information that we will be
collating in the near future and delivering to the Board of Selectmen in a preliminary report.
Subsequently, this committee will be interviewing additional personnel from outside of the town and
gathering further documentation to gain a greater perspective on our situation. All of this information,
as well as our recommendations, will be delivered to the Board of Selectmen at the conclusion of our
deliberations.
Respectfully submitted,
William B. Sayre
Chairman
56
Annual Report of the Board of Assessors
The tax rate for FY2003 was $17.07 per thousand dollars of property value. It was determined as
follows:
Total Appropriations $4,634,707.00
Cherry Sheet Offsets 5,049.00
State & County Cherry Sheet Charges 1 3,5 1 4.00
Allowance for Abatements & Exemptions 33,769.09
Total Amount to be Raised $4,687,039.09
Cherry Sheet Estimated Receipts $ 842,928.00
Estimated Local Receipts 353,937.00
Enterprise Funds 368,562.00
Free Cash 203,990.00
Other Available Funds 28,857.00
Excess Debt Exclusion Adjustments 980.41
Total Estimated Receipts $1,799,254.41
Amount to be raised by Tax Levy $2,887,784.68
Total Valuation of Real & Personal Property $169,173,092.00
Respectfully submitted,
Henry J. Warner, Chair
Marjorie Dunphy
Denise L. Banister
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Annual Report of the Williamsburg Brassworks ReUse Committee
The Williamsburg Brassworks ReUse Committee met each month at its regular time of 5:00 PM on the
second Tuesday of each month. The Committee was once again made up of three members, all
appointed by different boards. Members were:
Peter Mahieu appointed by the Finance Committee
Warren White appointed by the Planning Board
Jeffrey Ciuffreda appointed by the Board of Selectmen
Peter Mahieu continues to chair this committee.
The year began with three small business loans on the books. During the year, one loan was paid off in
full and the collateral for the loan was released. One of the loans fell into arrears and was re-written
with all payments from that point forward current. The other loan remained current.
The committee continues to dedicate a lot of its time trying to collect some funds from the principle of
a company that declared bankruptcy. An attorney was engaged to assist in this matter and all avenues
of collection were being pursued.
One new loan was discussed with principles who later decided not to pursue this avenue of funding.
One other loan, that had been granted but never closed, was reopened again and it is expected this loan
will be made in the next year.
The committee had several discussions on making the public more aware of the funds available,
especially those in the small business revolving account which is the source of the loans made to small
business, but more so in the Housing and Economic Development Fund that to date has been used to
help agencies, such as the Hilltown Community Development Corporation, rehabilitate apartments for
affordable housing. Ideas were discussed to broaden the availability of these funds for others, perhaps
elderly wishing to stay in their houses that need some repairs. This work on getting information to
people regarding these funds will continue into the new year.
The Committee will continue meeting on the second Tuesday of each month at 5:00 PM in the Town
Offices, on the second floor, and maintains a mailbox in the town offices for any inquiries.
Respectfully submitted,
Peter Mahieu
Jeffrey Ciuffreda
Warren White
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Middlefield Plainfield Williamsburg
Hampshire Inspection Program
>.0. Box 175 - 422 Main Road
Chesterfield, MA 01012
Paul F. Tacy, Building Commissioner
Phone: (413) 296-0127
Fax: (413)296-0147
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE HAMPSHIRE INSPECTION PROGRAM
Three hundred and forty-two building permits were issued throughout the member towns of the
Hampshire Inspection Program in 2003. Of these, thirty six permits were for new homes. The
breakdown of permit activity for the six member towns is as follows:
Town Total permits New homes Total permit fees collected
Chesterfield 76 10 $9,426.40
Goshen 59 5 $8,528.08
Huntington 53 6 $6,258.68
Middlefield 16 1 $1,637.91
Plainfield 26 4 $3,402.04
Williamsburg 112 10 $15,950.16
Although last year's permit activity was only slightly higher, the totals for permits issued in 2003 and
number of new houses were greater than have been in the recent past. Even with just 36 new homes
constructed in the 6 member towns in 2003, 1 have found my time doing inspections to be just as busy
as last year. As always, zoning enforcement duties and administrative and educational requirements are
also time consuming.
My thanks again to Tara Ussailis, my administrative assistant, for keeping up with the pace and keeping
everything in order.
Our office is located at the Davenport School Building, 422 Main Road in Chesterfield, and is open
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday mornings to serve residents of all member towns. Residents may
phone anytime at (413) 296-0127.
Respectfully submitted,
Paul Tacy
Building Commissioner
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Chesterfield Goshen Huntington Middlefield Plainfield Williamsburg
Hampshire Inspection Program
P.O. Box 175 - 422 Main Road
Chesterfield, MA 01012
Paul F. Tacy, Building Commissioner
Phone: (413)296-0127
Fax: (413)296-0147
BUILDING PERMIT ACTIVITY
Jan 1,2003 -Dec 31, 2003
TOTAL NEW TOTAL FEES TOTALPERMITS RESIDENCE HOURS"
CHESTERFIELD 76 10 $9,426.40 336.74
GOSHEN 59 5 $8,528.08 324.99
HUNTINGTON 53 6 $6,258.68 350.99
MIDDLEFIELD 16 1 $1,637.91 244.74
PLAINFIELD 26 4 $3,402.04 271.49
WILLIAMSBURG 112 10 $15,950.16 430.24
TOTALS 342 36 $45,203.27 1959.19
** Includes administrative hours and travel time
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DESCRIPTION
Renovations
Replacement
windows
Replacement
Card
(#31702)
In-ground
Pool
Single
Family
Residence
Replacement
Card
(#34602)
Accessibility
Project
Periodic
Inspection
Periodic
Inspection
Cellar
Stairs/
Containment
U
Single
Family
Residence
Reroof/Siding/Ext.
Stairs
Demolition
Exterior
Stairs
Reroof/
New
Windows
Replacement
Windows
Porch
repair/
new
landings
Siding
In-ground
Pool
20x40
Pavilion
40x60
Replacement
Card
(#28802)
Above-ground
Pool
Shed
10x16
Rebuild
porch/
Reroof/
Residi
Addition
16x16/
Deck
13x6/
Above-Ground
Pool
Bathroom
Renovations
Garage
Repairs/
Replaceme
Reroof
Replace
Front
Porch/
Add
R
Foundation
Repairs
of
Stora
Barn
30x40
Addition
24x40
Replacement
Windows
Barn
36x48
PERMIT
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1403
M03-13 M03-12
1703 2603 2703 3003 3503 3303 4103 4303 4003 4903 5203
M03-24
5603 5803 6903 7903 7403 8503 8303 8903 9003 9103 9203 9303 9803
10203
LAST
NAME
Lefebvre
Moran
Brown
DeSalvio
Richards
Lashway
Williamsburg
Berube
St.
Clair
Smith
Masters Dufresne
Allen
Smart Watling Graves
Murphy
Turner Gilman
Mathers
Williams
Warner Mathers
Bishop
Antill
St.
Clair
Gulow Duval
Cichy,
Jr.
Johnson
Anderson
America
Lennon
FIRST
NAME
Cindy Lynn
Martha
Karen Kevin
Lee
Town
of
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T.
Dun
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E.
Jam
Julie
Kim
Carol
Tom
Keith
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Bruce Neal
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Renovations
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Annual Report of the Capital Planning Committee
The charge of the Capital Planning Committee is to help the town plan for anticipated capital
expenditures and their financing. The Committee has five members, three at large members appointed
by the Board of Selectmen and two representatives of the Finance Committee.
The current members are Robert Buchele, Karen Karowski, William Sayre, Bruce Tolda and Lloyd
Warriner.
Each year, the committee solicits capital expenditure requests for the next fiscal year and anticipated
requests for the next five years from all town departments. (Capital expenditures include all equipment
or projects that cost at least $10,000 and have a useful life of at least five years.) It then compiles and
prioritizes these requests and forwards them to the Finance Committee along with its funding
recommendations.
The Committee forwarded the following capital expenditure and debt service projections for the Town
of Williamsburg to the Finance Committee in April 2003 (See FY2004 spreadsheet on the next page).
Respectfully submitted,
William Sayre
Chair
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Annual Report of the Community Development Planning Committee
The Community Development Planning Committee (CDPC) was appointed in the fall of 2002 to develop
a Community Development Plan for the Town. This effort is funded through state Executive Order 41
8
(providing resources to Massachusetts towns to develop Community Development Plans) and technical
assistance is being provided by the Pioneer Valley Planning Commission. The resulting plan is intended to
be a guiding document including GIS maps, goals and priorities related to open space and resource
protection, housing, economic development and transportation and could serve as the basis for a future
town master plan. During 2003, Williamsburg's Community Development Planning committee met
monthly (or more) to analyze data on housing, economic development and transportation trends in town
and develop goals, objectives and implementation strategies to meet Williamsburg's most pressing needs in
these areas. A separate Open Space Committee has been working on that element of the Community
Development Plan.
The CDPC held two public forums to seek public input on elements of the plan. At a June 2003 public
forum on housing issues, the CDPC shared information on housing trends and issues in town and
requested public input on the most important issues to address in the housing section of the plan. In
November 2003 the CDPC held a joint public forum with the Open Space committee to share draft goals,
objectives and strategies for the housing, economic development and open space elements of the plan.
Nearly 30 people attended this meeting to learn more about the planning process and offer feedback on
the information presented.
Using the results of a survey conducted in March 2000 by Williamsburg's Zoning Bylaw Review
Committee as well as general knowledge of the town, the CDPC developed the following Vision Statement
for Williamsburg: Williamsburg residents envision our town as a unified community that maintains
and protects its rural character and natural areas, and provides the best possible quality of life for
its residents. This vision has helped to guide the development of the Community Development Plan.
Key issues debated by the CDPC include how to retain Williamsburg's "rural character" in the face of
increasing development pressures over which the Town has little control; how and where to provide more
affordable housing such that the young families, seniors, and others can continue to live in the town they
have always called home; and how to increase the town's tax base without raising taxes. The Community
Development Planning Committee continues to welcome input on its work. The plan should be
completed in the spring of 2004.
Respectfully submitted,
Sally Loomis
Committee members: Laura Baker, Michael Beattie, Mary Bisbee, Mary Gabrielson (through June 2003),
Curtis Hamilton, Bryan Lashway, Sally Loomis, Doris Shallcross, and Stephen Snow.
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Annual Report of the Conservation Commission
The Conservation Commission's responsibilities are to protect the riverfront and wetlands areas by
making sure any work done in these areas won't be detrimental to our natural resources. Our
philosophy is to fulfill our responsibilities while working with the residents.
Over the last year, the Commission has handled a multitude of various project requests. The biggest of
these were the Cumberland Farms project and the Northampton Water Treatment Facility.
This past summer, the Commission accepted the resignation of Bill Turner, our chairman. The
commission members thank Bill for his experience and time. The current Conservation Commission
members are Wilbur Loomis - Chairman, Tom Hodgkins, Phil Skwira and James Wilson. Charlene
Nardi was hired as secretary in the spring of 2003. Currently there is a vacancy on the Commission. If
you have an interest in conservation issues, please contact the Board of Selectmen.
The Commission meets on the 2nd and 4th Thursday of every month. Meetings start at 7:00 p.m. and
are held at the Town Offices. Depending on the project, applicants should allow themselves plenty of
time to complete the paperwork and site visits by applying a month or two in advance. If you have
questions or need to get forms, you may contact the Conservation Commission at (413) 268-8416, or
contact Charlene on Tuesdays or Thursdays at (413) 268-8402.
Respectfully submitted,
James Wilson
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Annual Report of the Council on Aging
During 2003, public hearings were held about the possibility ofHCDC applying for funding to do a
feasibility study for a new or renovated senior center. The Select Board appointed a Feasibility Study
Committee which includes Carl Beach, Emma Hall, Mary Wheelan, Sandy Liimatainen, and Bonnie
Roberge. Research into growth of the population over sixty years old in Williamsburg shows an
anticipated increase of 87% over the next twenty years. By taking steps now to provide more space for
seniors, we will not only alleviate present space problems, but we will also be able to appropriately
plan for projected increases due to the baby boomers and other factors.
The COA revised its by-laws during 2003. Many of the changes were minor and were simply updating
the by-laws to reflect the reality of how the Council on Aging is run. One major change was changing
the name of the Council to "Williamsburg Council on Aging serving Haydenville and
Williamsburg". Changes were also made to include language required by the town's by-laws.
In November, an Elder Health Fair was held in the auditorium at the Town Offices, which was possible
due to the new elevator. 107 elders attended this event at which no only were there flu shots available,
but also there were free seated massages, free homemade soup provided by the Food Bank, free
hearing screenings, refreshments, and representatives of many agencies who provided information and
answered questions.
Another important event was the Volunteer Recognition Dinner held at St. Mary's Church, which was
attended by over fifty people. Many of the services provided by the COA could not happen without
the help ofmany very dedicated volunteers.
Other big events included the pancake breakfast, the holiday party (attended by Santa Claus, a.k.a.
Fran Goebel), and cookouts that feature Fire Department Chief Don Lawton as the master chef. We
also had some guest speakers on a variety of topics including Living Alone and Liking It, Elder Law
Essentials, and Holiday Stress.
Regularly offered services and activities include: congregate meals, transportation, brown bag, tax
preparation assistance, foot care, hearing screenings, blood pressure screenings, Easy Exercise class,
Tai Chi class, assistance with food stamps, fuel assistance, and "Dentistry for All" applications,
computer classes, cards, scrabble, and other recreational and educational activities.
To participate in any of the above activities or services, call Fran Goebel at 268-8407. The
Williamsburg COA holds its monthly meeting the third Wednesday of every month (except August) at
10:00 a.m. Office hours are Monday through Thursday, from 8:30 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Mary Wheelan
Executive Director
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Annual Report of the Williamsburg Elementary Schools
Advisory boards and committees
Williamsburg School Council (2003) - The elected advisory board to the school. The focus of this
group is the program planning of the school department. Membership included; Alfred J. Venne
Chairperson, Parents Kim Hyslip, Erica Allcroft, and Laurie Cote, Teachers Nancy Mahoney, Maureen
Sheehan, School Committee Liaison Diane Bishop.
Williamsburg School Building Committee re-appointed. (2003) Teachers Alice Walker and Sherrie
Marti, Community members Alan Everett, Jeffrey Gelbard, Donna McGill, John Pohanka, Richard
Childs, and George Childs Finance Committee Liaison Karen Korowski, Administrative liaisons
Superintendent William G. Erickson and Principal Alfred J. Venne. The Committee completed an
Elementary School Building Feasibility study with the able assistance of the architectural firm of
Alderman and MacNeish. The study and school facility recommendations were submitted to the board
of selectman and local school committee for future consideration.
Program
Our Integrated Preschool & Full Day Kindergarten continue the process of self-study as we move
toward accreditation with the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC).
Sherrie Marti and Robin Foley are the lead teachers in Kindergarten. Nancy Forster and Cheryl Kress
served as the support staff to the Kindergarten Program. Lorrie Childs is the lead teacher in Preschool.
Mary Ellen Woods serves as the onsite Speech Language Pathologist with Donna Mimitz as the full-
time support staff member. The 2003 combined enrollment the programs was 54 students.
The "After School Club": The program was moved to the Haydenville Congregational Church in
September of 2003. The after school child care program sponsored by the school department continues
a third year with 1 1 different students enrolled. The program operates daily between the hours of 3 -
6P.M. Carl Warner is the Program Director. Students have the option to participate 3-5 times per
week.
Curriculum
Mathematics: Williamsburg staff working with the elementary schools of the Hampshire Regional
School District (HRSD) is in the final phase of aligning the local school mathematics curriculum with
that of the Massachusetts frameworks and National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)
standards. In 2004 it is expected that a grade by grade set of standards will be in place.
The constructivism based curriculum "Investigations" Mathematics is currently used as the frame for
the developing scope and sequence. HRSD is currently supporting the implemented of 3 curriculum
investigations units at every grade between K - 5. In addition, the HRSD supports the use of CMP; a
middle school version of investigations is for the 6th grade math curriculum. CMP is the program used
at Hampshire Regional Middle School.
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English Language Arts: In 2003, DWA (Developing Writers Assessment), introduced in the fall of
2001 , was used by the K- 6 staff to assess student writing in the early fall. This beginning of the year
assessment is used to set individual student writing goals, classroom-writing goals, and helps to further
enhance and inform our school language arts program improvement work.
Science: The accepted approach to science is inquiry in nature. The district established a scope and
sequence of science standards in 2003. A final curriculum guideline is in place for planning purposes.
A number of researched based science kits that dovetail with the district curriculum standards were
purchased in 2003. It is expected that a number of the new science kits will be used in the 2003 - 2004
school year.
Staffing Changes
During 2003, Andy Stenson, Technology Specialist completed a leave of absence and returned to his
role with the schools in the fall of 2003. Thanks go out to Susan Ward who filled in during Mr.
Stenson's absence. Evening custodian Dan McGuffin, and teacher assistant Cheryl Asher were both
released.from service to the town of Williamsburg due a reduced budget in 2003. No new staffjoined
the school department over the past year.
Grants/Special Projects
Video Conferencing Project: The Williamsburg School department will be participating in a Rural
Utilities Grant made available through the Department of Agriculture and coordinated by the
Hampshire Educational Collaborative. Conceptual work will be completed by the end of 2003 with the
anticipation of having teleconferencing equipment and capability established in early 2004.
Community & Facility
The PTO has been re-energized by numerous parents. Donna Gingras, PTO President is leading
fundraising efforts that have helped support students through providing curriculum field trips for
classrooms and coordinating afterschool events for families. One such event, "Family Science Night"
Parent Jim Downing coordinated the fourth annual event drawing over 150 visitors and 30+ aspiring
scientists.
Respectfully Submitted
Alfred J. Venne
Principal
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Annual Report of Williamsburg Finance Committee
FY July 1, 2002-June 30, 2003
Reserve Fund Transfers FY 03
Opening balance $50,000
Sep 02 $ 1200.00 Computer for Town Accountant
Nov Uz aC/T AA/DO.00 Treasurer Salary- Certification raise
Jan 03 61.00 County Retirement-assessment adjustment
Jan 03 675.00 Board of Health- final cleanup, North Farm RP
T__ A1Jan 03 1 O 1 1 c151.25 Collector- print parking tickets
A AOMar 03 OAA AA200.00 Accountant- classes
Apr 03 1000.00 Police Garage Expense
May 03 3200.00 Phone Bill
May U3 OO AA852.00 Workman's comp
May 03 1705.34 Close Returned Check account
May 03 450.00 Close Due from Employees Account
May UJ 1864.88 MIAA Grant overdrawn
May 03 20.51 Election expenses
Jun 03 180.00 Registrar Salaries
Tun mJun Uj CO2Uo80.5y Insurance (Health)
T11n A1jun Uj oz.j3 Medicare (school)
Jul 03 1241.48 Vocational School Shortage
Jul UJ 4U2.44 Appeals Board Hearing Expenses
Tnl OlJUl \)5 TJAA AA2300.00 Independent Audit
Jul 03 355.00 Selectmen- Office Supplies
Jul 03 3234.50 Fire Department- Labor Costs
Jul 03 271.40 NEC- Medical Building
Jul 03 174.00 Copier Maintenance
41067.92 Total transfers
Ending Balance $8,932.09
Respectfully submitted,
Deborah Jacobson, Secretary
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Fire Chief, Donald Lawton
P.O. Box 425
Visit us at williamsburgfire.com
Williamsburg, MA 01096
In 2003 the fire department was very busy from Jan 1 through the end ofMay. In Jan &
Feb we answered at least one call daily. The majority of the calls were medical calls. In
early April, we had one very serious house fire. The home was completely destroyed.
From July through December our calls were much fewer, and less serious.
The members ofthe fire department continue to train on a regular weekly basis. We
currently have 22 members. All are very well trained.
In 2003 our addition to Station 1 was completed and we were able to use the office
area. We have installed new insulated overhead doors with automatic remote control
openers and closers. In 2003 we were also able to replace the roof on the Haydenfille fire
station and replace the Chevrolet Suburban, which was in very poor condition.
In 2003 we received another grant to help us purchase more safety equipment for the
firefighters.
We were able to purchase a computer and software to help us in record keeping. I
hope to purchase more software in 2004 to also help in record keeping.
I would like to thank every one for the donations received throughout the year. This
helps us in tight budget times.
Open burning season runs yearly from Jan 15 - April 30, weather permitting. Burning
hours are 10:00 am to 4:00 pm
,
daily with a permit obtained from the fire dept. To
obtain a permit, contact the fire dept. at 268-7233. This is the number for all fire dept
business. For an emergency, call 91 1.
I am writing this in early 2004. At this time we have two firefighters completing
Firefighter 1 Plus arranged by the Mass. Fire Academy and sponsored by Hampshire
County Fire Defense. This is a course of over 130 hours of training with an exam at the
end which must be passed to get the credits. Cory Magill and John Pope are the two
firefighters completing this.
I would like to thank the Town of Williamsburg voters, the individuals made private
donations to the Fire Dept., the fire dept aux., and all the firefighters who put in very
many hours with no pay to make the Williamsburg Fire Dept. very effective in saving
lives and property.
Thank you all!
Chief Donald E. Lawton
Emergency: 911- Business: 413-268-7233 - Fax: 413-268-7233
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Annual Report of the Foothills Health District
Title 5 still gets the lion's share of the District's attention, but other areas of public health concern have
been spotlighted this past year. The Health Agent has been involved in the formation of the regional
coalition of Boards of Health that will oversee the federal bio-terrorism money coming from the
federal government. While bio-terrorism itself may not be a serious threat in this region, we can use
the funds to prepare for other, more likely, public health disasters, such as an influenza pandemic or
large food-borne illness outbreak.
This past year's statistics are as follows: perc tests - 25, Title 5 inspections - 15, well permits - 1,
septic system permits - 15, food inspections - 17, housing inspections - 7, complaints investigated - 4.
There were seven follow-ups to infectious disease reports turned over to the Department of Public
Health. In December, DPH asked for reporting of all laboratory-confirmed cases of influenza. So far,
there have been no confirmed cases in Williamsburg. This does not necessarily indicate an absence of
flu here, so residents are still encouraged to get vaccinated and to maintain good hand washing
practices. Whately had its first positive West Nile virus report, and other towns surrounding
Williamsburg have had positive reports, so we can be sure that the virus is in our town, though we
haven't had a positive report.
Plans for 2004 include continued surveillance of the progress of the West Nile virus, further disaster
and emergency planning, and, in collaboration with the LEPC, establishing collaborative relationships
with neighboring towns and agencies, in both Franklin and Hampshire Counties. I had hoped to have
in place this year mutual aid agreements similar to those now in place for fire and police departments,
but there are still a few legal obstacles to overcome.
Once again, the most immediate concern for the coming year is the West Nile virus, carried by
mosquitoes. It is important to do away with the places nearest houses where mosquitoes breed. The
easiest to eliminate are containers of standing water, such as buckets, old tires, and even depressions in
tarps covering firewood. Also, avoid going outside early in the morning and toward dusk when
mosquitoes are most active. If you do go out, wear long sleeves and pants and use a mosquito
repellent containing at least 35% DEET. Read the label carefully before using DEET on children. If
you find a recently dead crow or blue jay, call the West Nile Virus Hotline at 1-866-627-7968 (866-
MASS-WNV). Lyme disease is an even more serious problem, but taking these same precautions will
protect you from this disease as well.
Please feel free to contact me with any public or environmental health questions. My usual day in
Williamsburg is Wednesday, but I may not always be in the office. I can be reached at 268-8404, or
shorter messages can be left at 665-805 1 . If you leave a message, I will return your call, usually the
same day.
Respectfully submitted,
Maxine Schmidt
Health Agent
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Annual Report of Highland Ambulance EMS
Highland Ambulance has been formed as a regional non-profit ambulance service company. Effective
July 1
,
2004, Highland Ambulance will provide ambulance service to the towns of Ashfield,
Chesterfield, Cummington, Goshen, Plainfield, and Williamsburg. Initially, Highland will assume
responsibility for management of the ambulance services currently operated out of Ashfield,
Cummington, and Goshen. We expect to receive an ambulance service license for Highland
Ambulance in the fall of 2004.
Highland will be primarily a volunteer service with paid, full-time paramedic and EMT coverage
during the weekdays. If all goes according to plan, we will hire an ambulance service
director/paramedic by July 1 st and begin hiring full-time EMTs shortly after. Full-time employees will
be based in Goshen. On-call volunteers will be paid for emergency calls. Two ambulances will be
garaged in Goshen and one in Ashfield.
We are committed to providing enhanced ambulance service to the communities in the region and to
building on the many years of fine ambulance service provided to Williamsburg by the Goshen Fire
Department Ambulance Service.
Respectfully submitted,
Christopher Smith
Williamsburg Representative
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Annual Report of the Board of Health
Despite some increase in tonnage and rising charges for disposal of trash and garbage, the cost of
operating the transfer station has remained fairly level. 768 tons were hauled, up from 700 last year,
and the cost per ton is up. Charles Baldwin's operation has helped keep our costs down by handling
considerable tonnage privately and by contributing labor and the use of his machines to compact trash
and reduce the number of loads.
Recycling is more important than ever. We do not have to pay for disposal of reusable material,
although we still have carting costs. Everything you separate out as recyclable material keeps our
costs and your taxes down.
A composting area has been set up at the transfer station to handle limited amounts of garden material
(grass clippings and leaves) for homeowners with small yards.
We have negotiated with the DEP to reduce water testing around the covered wood waste area to once
a year - a major savings!
Our Health Agent, Maxine Schmidt, who is jointly employed with three other towns, inspected 15
existing septic systems and conducted 25 percolation tests in Williamsburg. She also carried out 17
restaurant inspections and investigated 7 housing complaints. Her report elsewhere is more detailed.
In the past six months, Donald Lawton, as Animal Inspector, investigated 21 incidents involving live
or dead animals and birds. We remind you that West Nile virus, carried by crows and blue jays, and
spread by mosquitoes, remains a problem. Drain standing water where mosquitoes breed.
Respectfully submitted,
Don Lawton, Chairman
Donna Gibson
Ira Gabrielson
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Annual Report of the Highway Department
Mass Highway has finished the Ashfield Road project this year and has the final course of black top
down on the road. This has made snow removal much more efficient to keep the road safe during the
winter.
Along with all of the normal yearly maintenance, the following construction projects were done:
Drainage was finished on Bullard Road and Nash Hill Road. Gravel and geo-textile fabric
were added where needed and then paved with black top.
Drainage improvements around the town office area were started this fall and will be finished
in the spring.
The sidewalk on Bridge Street was removed and replaced with a new sidewalk.
I would like to thank the highway crew - Don Turner, Ken Taylor, and Peter Banister for their
dedicated service to the Williamsburg Highway Department.
Respectfully submitted,
William Turner
Highway Superintendent
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Annual Report of the Hilltown Resource Management Cooperative
Recycling helps our towns save money! ! The HRMC would like to let all HRMC area towns know
that, in 2003, we all had very successful recycling programs. In total, the 1 1 HRMC member towns
recycled over 2,628 tons of trash, saving the towns over $1 83,960. These great recycling numbers are
a direct result of residents paying close attention to all of the local recycling programs including the
MRF program, tire recycling, electronics recycling and textile recycling. The HRMC would like to
thank all residents for their hard work in helping their towns to save money in these difficult fiscal
times. It costs your town $70.00 for each ton of trash it throws out, so anything which gets recycled
helps save that money for other important town programs!
The recycling totals and savings for all 1 1 HRMC towns in 2003 were as follows:
Ashfield - 374 tons = $26,180
Chesterfield - 160 tons - $1 1,200
Cummington - 169 tons = $1 1,830
Goshen - 124 tons = $8,680
Hatfield - 415 tons = $29,050
Huntington - 299 tons = $20,930
Middlefield - 75 tons = $5,250
Plainfield - 99 tons = $6,930
Westhampton - 235 tons = $16,450
Williamsburg - 444 tons = $31,080
Worthington - 234 tons = $16,380
The HRMC was created by its member towns to help you protect the environment and help your town
save money through recycling. We are here to help you with all of your town's recycling and waste
management programs. Thanks for all of the help and support and feel free to call or e-mail me
anytime.
Respectfully submitted,
Eric Weiss
Administrator, HRMC
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Town of Williamsburg
Annual Waste and Recycling Summary
For the Time Period: January 1, 2003 - December 31, 2003
At the Mountain Road Transfer Station
Population - 2427
Tons Disposed = 733.11 tons / year
Disposal Costs = $ 56,310.40/yr
Total Recycled or Diverted = 444.54 tons / year
Total Recycling Sowings = $ 31,117.80/ yr
By Recycling Residents helped Williamsburg save over $ 31,117.80 last year ! !
Household Recycling Reminder
Paper Products
Newspapers, Magazines & Qrculars
Corrugated Cardboard / Brown Paper Bags
Paperboard Boxes
Office, Computer and Colored paper
Phone Books (No Covers)
All Junk Mail and Envelopes
No Pizza Boxes, Egg Cartons or Waxed Cardboard
These products can be mixed together / Please flatten all boxes and paper.
Container Products
Tin Cans (soup , cat food, etc.)
Aluminum Cans and clean Foil
All Green, Clear and Brown Glass Jars and Bottles
Milk Cartons and Juice Packs
All Plastic Containers (#1 - #7 - including juice, soap, water, milk, etc.)
No window glass, aerosol cans, light bulbs, ceramics, plastic bags or styrofoam !
These products can be mixed together / Please flatten all plastics and cartons.
Cirabcari boas
HILLTOWN R€SOURC€MANAG€M€NTCOOP€RATW€
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Eric Weiss, Adrninistrator
P.O. Box 630
Wiinamsburcj, MA. 01096
Help Line 413-268-3845
Email hrmcgcrocker.corn
Town of Williamsburg
Annual Waste and Recycling Summary
For the Time Period: January L 2003 - December 31. 2003
Mountain Road Transfer Station
Population Served - 2427
Solid Waste Tons Disposed = 733.11 tons / year
Solid Waste Disposal Costs = $ 56,310.40 / year
MRF Recycling = 268.73 tons year
Compost Diverted = 90.00 tons/year * estimated
Bulk Metal Recycled = 59.3 tons/year
Textiles Recycled = 14.90 tons / year * estimated
Tires Collected / Diverted = 342 tires = 2.57 tons/year
Electronics Recycled = 439 pieces = 7.60 tons /year
Paint Recycled = 275 gallons = .69 tons /year
Propane Tanks Recycled (CBaldwin <& Sons) = estimated = 60 tanks =.75 tons
Total Amount Recycled or Diverted = 444.54 tons / year
Total Recycling Savings = $ 31,117.80 / year
By Recycling Residents helped Williamsburg save over $ 31,117.80 last year I !
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Annual Report of the Historical Commission
The Historical Commission, pursuant to the recommendations of the Williamsburg Records Advisory
Board, and under the direction of the Town Clerk, have made copies of many of the early records and
labored most Saturday mornings to index the personal property mortgages recorded by the town clerk
since 1821. The goal has been to make digital copies that would be searchable and available to the
public without further damage to the ancient leather bound ledgers already in critical condition.
Workshops have been held most every Saturday throughout the year.
Assistance has been extended to efforts underway by author Elizabeth Sharpe of Amherst to produce a
comprehensive, historically accurate novel - In the Shadow ofthe Dam - about the industrial disaster
which occurred in Williamsburg in 1874.
Regretfully, Mary Gabrielson resigned her membership from the commission in October.
Respectfully submitted,
RalmonJ. Black
Chairman
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Annual Report of the Williamsburg Libraries
Following Town Tradition: Let it be known that- Great and appreciative thanks are hereby bestowed
upon the Meekins Library Building Committee for their four years of service to the Town of
Williamsburg. Their constancy, positive thinking and graceful decision making in the face of ongoing
challenges formed this working group into the **STARS** of 2003. From all of us we say: Thank
you. Let it also be known that- Great thanks are hereby bestowed upon the Meekins Library
Fundraising Committee who raised over one million dollars for this important civic project. They too
form a new constellation in our firmament of Thanks. The citizens of Williamsburg appreciate the
lovely library that you all worked so hard to make possible for those of us who live here today and all
that may come tomorrow
Report of the Building Committee
Construction and renovation of the 105-year-old Meekins Library began July 2002. Over the summer
S&B Management Construction Company and their sub-contractors worked on site preparation and the
foundation of the new addition. A complete masonry cleaning and re-pointing of the historic building
was also finished. The construction crew worked on into and through an exceptionally cold winter and
at the end of January 2003 the new roofwas installed. In March 2003 final framing of the new addition
was complete, the basement slab poured and the new and the old buildings were joined. Interior finish
work and exterior site work continued on into April and May and the building was completed almost
one year to the day of Groundbreaking June 2002. Movers brought books and furnishings back from
storage. The library staff and over 50 volunteers set up stacks, carried thousands of books and filled
shelves. A complete list of all volunteers can be found at the library.
Wood
Woodworkers and carpenters from Williamsburg built and donated many fine pieces of furniture to the
newly remodeled library:
Carl Schlerman designed, built and donated the masterful oak circulation desk that graces the new
addition. Bart Niswonger assisted him. Ben Cook installed the picture rail in the Hawks-Hayden
community room. Marc Desrosiers crafted and donated a grandfather clock made out ofmany kinds of
wood. Doug Ferrante, of Skyline Design, built and donated all the library countertops, including
Technical Services, Library Office and Hawks-Hayden Room counters. Phil Giers took apart, repaired
and put back together Stephen Meekins very own rocking chair. John Hoogstraten not only called and
organized all the volunteer woodworkers he also built and donated both Technical Services desks and
two oak public access computer catalog stands. John also installed all the counter tops and built and
hung doors on the Hawks-Hayden cabinets. Jim Lawrence built and donated all the birch bookcases
and cupboards that fill one wall of the Library office. Jim Locke built and donated the Hawks-Hayden
sink and cupboard area. Art Silver built and donated the black walnut dictionary stand. Carl Smith built
and donated two bathroom cupboards. Bob Spelman built and donated the window seat in the Gil
Schamess Reading Area in the children's room. Eric Weber built and donated the red oak bench in the
library entry.
Stone
Beginning in May 2003 Nick Dines with help from Eric Weber and others designed, organized and
then laid the beautiful Goshen stone wall in the front of the new addition. Nick and Eric Weber along
with Ryan Scott then built the lovely curving handicapped accessible brick path that leaves the Rt 9
cross walk and meanders up to the new sidewalk. Taking from days to weeks to months these projects
of wood and stone represent substantial gifts to our town. Please don't forget to say thanks to these
folks when you see them.
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Meetings & Grand Opening
During this year Meekins Library Building Committee members: Penny Robbins, co-chair, George
Fleck, co-chair, Jim Locke, trustee and construction liaison, Pat Billingsley, Ben Cook, Eric Weber,
Mary Paige and Lisa Wenner, Library Director, worked each Tuesday evening as they had each
Tuesday since the Fall of 1999. Penny Robbins, Jim Locke and Lisa Wenner attended bi-weekly
construction meetings with the contractor and the project architects Office of Michael Rosenfeld and
brought information, questions and issues requiring committee decisions back to the Library Building
Committee and the Library Board. Jim Locke attended Select Board meetings and kept the Selectmen
appraised of the building project. Many thanks are due to Rochelle Wildfong and Bobbin Young who
ran library services out of the Haydenville Library, the bookmobile (on loan from the Western
Massachusetts Regional Library) and the office above the Florence Savings Bank. The Meekins
Library re-opened on August 19, 2003. The Gala Grand Opening was held September 28, 2003. Poet
Laureate Richard Wilbur read to over 350 celebrants. State Representative, Stephen Kulik,
Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioner, Edward Bertorelli and Library Board Chair Anne
Haxo addressed the crowd. The Mill River Madrigal Singers entertained. Photographs by the late Neil
Hammer were on view in the Hawks-Hayden Community Room. The Friends of the Williamsburg
Libraries supplied refreshments. As of this writing a slide show of the renovation project, including the
Grand Opening Program can be viewed at the library web site, www.meekinslibrary.org .
Library Statistics and Services FY'2003
During library construction patrons accessed library service from the Haydenville Library.
Williamsburg students and teachers visited the bookmobile parked at the Helen E. James School.
Library staff drove books to and from the Bookmobile and Haydenville Library for check in and
processed books and other materials at the Florence Saving Bank office. The Library Director worked
out of her own house as well as other library locations.
During FY'03 patrons using the Williamsburg Library borrowed a total of 27, 703 books, periodicals,
audiocassettes (books on tape), videos, and other materials from the library. During the year our library
lent 297 items to other libraries and borrowed 3848 items from other libraries through the statewide
inter-library loan system. The Haydenville Library was open 2100 hours while the Meekins Library
was closed to the public due to library construction. The Bookmobile provided an additional 400 hours
for class visits. 26 volunteers donated 3,656 hours to our library. As of July 2002 1845 patrons had
registered at the library as part of the CW/MARS system. The Meekins Library served as the school
library for the 1
8
th
year. Pre-school story time was offered at the Haydenville Library each Wednesday
at 1 0. Midway through the year the program was put on temporary hold due to lack of attendance.
Due to severe budget cuts the Western Massachusetts Regional Library was forced to discontinue or
curtail many of the services libraries in the Western Region require to round out collections and serve
patrons. Williamsburg and other area libraries benefited when the Region was forced to discontinue
circulation of non-fiction books. Over 200 books on popular non-fiction topics were donated to the
Williamsburg Library from the Regional collection.
Friends of the Library and Library Programs
On November 2, 2002 the Williamsburg Libraries, the Friends of the Libraries, the Cultural Councils
of Williamsburg, Chesterfield, Goshen, Plainfield, Westhampton and Worthington sponsored a
celebration of the Mexican Day of the Dead. As part of the successful fundraiser "Viva Quetzal"
performed in concert, thirteen ofrendas, or altars dedicated to the memory of loved ones were erected
and on display in the Anne T. Dunphy Gym and hundreds of attendees enjoyed a Mexican dinner in
the school cafeteria. La Veracruzana, ofNorthampton, donated much of the meal.
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Other chefs included Mark Swanson and Lisa and Thorne Wenner. Ellen Sulzycki and Zach Swanson
demonstrated how to decorate sugar skulls. Box Turtle of Easthampton, Williamsburg Market and
Serio's Market were also donors.
On Friday January 16, 2002 the Williamsburg Libraries, with help from the Friends of the Libraries
and the Williamsburg Elementary School hosted a visit from librarians from the Republic of Georgia,
formerly part of the Soviet Union, who were part of a training program held by the Institute for
Training and Development of Amherst. Charlotte Meryman, President of the Friends of the Libraries,
Penny Robbins, Building Committee co-chair and Douglas Baker, Branch Manager of the Florence
Savings Bank, talked about the Meekins Library construction project. The Friends of the Libraries
provided refreshments and helped put together gift bags for each of the visitors. Children at the Helen
E. James School sang songs and presented gifts to the visitors. Later the librarians toured the
Haydenville Library where the Hilltown Cooperative Charter School Chorus serenaded the group.
Nel Wijnhoven, The Friends of the Library and the Five College African Studies Council organized a
Modern African Literature Reading Discussion Group that was held on four Sundays starting in
February. The program entailed an introduction to selected novels from sub-Saharan Africa. All
scholars donated their time to the project.
In February the Friends annual music program began with Suzanne Anderson and Gretchen Burdick
performing a repertoire of romantic love songs through the ages. In March Susan Farrell, accompanied
by Nick Kachulis, performed Broadway Love Songs. A crowd of over sixty people listened as Peter
Blanchette performed on the arch guitar. All the musical performances took place at Nash Hill Place
and were supported by grants from local cultural councils.
Phyllis Webster read from her book, Hilltown on March 22, 2003 at Nash Hill Place. And in the
evening the library celebrated "An Equinoctial Evening of Storytelling and Theater" to benefit the
Meekins Library Renovation Project. Rochelle Wildfong, Jim Brady, Pam and Dean Acheson and
Seymour Rosen told stories, recited poetry and read a play by Seymour Rosen.
Mike Phillips and Denise Rheaume at Williamsburg Thrift and Gift sponsored a fund raiser to help the
Friends raise money to pay back generous citizens who loaned over $150,000 to the Friends of the
Library so the Town could go forward with the project.
Bricks, Bricks and More Bricks
Combining utility, beauty and the need to raise money to repay those individuals who lent money to
the construction project, the Friends of the Library and Nick Dines created a beautiful brick patio
outside the new addition. Maria Michel organized the brick campaign. The first setting of bricks
brought in over $19,000. The Friends plan to install the second round of bricks in early summer of
2004. This memorial to friends, family and institutions in our town attracts many visitors.
Respectfully Submitted,
Lisa Wenner, Library Director
Anne Haxo, Chair
Sue Froehlich, Treasurer
Jim Locke, Building Committee Liaison
Pat Billingsley, Mary Gabrielson, Chris Loring
Williamsburg Board of Library Trustees
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Annual Report of the Open Space Committee
In January, 2003, the Select Board appointed an Open Space Committee to update Williamsburg's
1987 Open Space and Recreation Plan. Funding for this effort came from state Executive Order 418
(providing resources to Massachusetts towns to develop Community Development Plans) and a grant
from the Highlands Community Initiative.
The Open Space Committee has held monthly meetings to discuss key open space issues in
Williamsburg and how to best address them while meeting the town's other needs and concerns.
Committee members worked with Pioneer Valley Planning Commission staff to develop maps of open
space areas in town; goals, objectives, strategies; and an action plan to meet Williamsburg's open
space and recreation needs. The plan's goals are to:
• Support the working farms and forests of Williamsburg.
• Limit the impacts of the Open Space Plan strategies on the town's tax base.
• Protect the rivers, streams, ponds, and wetlands of Williamsburg, and the watersheds that sustain
them.
• Protect places of unusual scenic, historic or ecological significance.
• Support plant and wildlife habitats, food sources and corridors.
• Enhance appropriate recreational opportunities for all town residents
• Raise community awareness of the full range of open space issues, needs and opportunities in
Williamsburg.
The committee sought public input on the plan through a variety of forums. Committee members gave
a presentation at the annual meeting of the Williamsburg Historical Society, and staffed booths with
maps at the town transfer station, and annual Grange Fair. At each of these gatherings, residents were
asked to complete a survey and identify special places in town. The committee also convened a
meeting of local conservation organizations and invited all owners of 1 5 acres or more in
Williamsburg to a meeting to discuss their needs and concerns related to open space issues. At a
public forum in November 2003, nearly 30 town residents offered feedback on maps, goals, objectives
and strategies for the Open Space and Recreation plan. In December, to identify "priority areas," the
committee used computer based maps to "overlay" areas in town that were 1) near streams, rivers and
wetlands; 2) wildlife habitat and ecologically important areas; 3) farms and open fields; and 4)special
places in town identified by residents.
Key issues that the Open Space committee has discussed at meetings and public forums include how to
permanently protect land in Williamsburg, without creating an economic burden for the town, and
which open space sites are the highest priority for protection. The Open Space Committee continues to
welcome input on its work. The plan should be completed in the spring of 2004.
Respectfully submitted,
Paul Jahnige
Chair
Open Space Committee members included Mary Bisbee, Rosalyn Driscoll, Jennifer Fish, Paul Jahnige,
Sally Loomis, Wilbur Loomis, Phillip Merritt, and Kasey Rolih.
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Annual Report of the Planning Board
The Planning Board met 25 times during 2003. Meetings are scheduled at 7:00p.m., on the second
floor at the Town Office Building, on the first and third Mondays of each month, with exceptions for
holidays, Town Meetings and joint public hearings.
Twelve applications for subdivision Approval Not Required (ANR) were approved. Two joint tree
removal hearings were held with the tree warden to determine the removal of public shade trees to
accommodate the electric utility, also to address dying or dangerous trees. The hearing process is
part of the Scenic Road law.
The Board worked through two applications for Site Plan Review. This requires meeting to determine
that the applications meet Site Plan Review criteria, seeking input from various town boards and
officials, holding a joint public hearing and presenting a written decision. An application submitted by
Cumberland Farms was found to comply with Site Plan Review criteria.
An application by Northampton Department of Public Works was found to not constitute a suitable
development in that it did not meet all the criteria set forth in the Site Plan Review Bylaw.
Following the Site Plan Review process, the Board voted to increase the application fee from $25.00 to
$250.00 to provide funds for a town wide mailing to inform the citizens of the application.
Deer Haven Manor subdivision of Fort Hill Road, started in 2002, was concluded in 2003. An
application for Wolcutt Hill subdivision off Hyde Hill Road was submitted. After several meetings
and much discussion the application was denied without prejudice.
Years of tireless effort by the Zoning Bylaw Review Committee was rewarded with the adoption of the
Zoning Bylaw at Town Meeting to serve the town into the future.
The Community Development Planning Committee continues to meet with the Planning Board, with
member Sally Loomis serving as Chairperson. Their report is included elsewhere in the Town Report.
Respectfully submitted,
Roger Bisbee, Chairperson
Neal Anderson, Clerk
James Lawrence
Sally Loomis
Martin Mahoney
Timothy McQueston
Peter Pelland
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Annual Report of the Police Department
This past year has been exciting for the Williamsburg Police Department and our community. With
your continued support, the police department has been able to provide needed patrols as well as
working progressively toward our community policing goals. Our efforts and advancements in recent
years began to pay dividends this past year. The number of speeding complaints, serious vehicle
crashes, and arrests were down from recent years. This is a credit to your support and the work of all
of our officers who have made the commitment to keep our community a safe and enjoyable place for
residents and visitors.
It should be noted that there were more serious and time-consuming felony investigations this year.
Our most significant case involved a resident who was maintaining a marijuana growing operation in
his home. While officers carried out two search warrants, they located over 115 marijuana plants and
dozens of growing apparatus within the home. In December, this offender received 90 days of
incarceration and heavy fines as a result. In another serious incident, officers responded to a local
business following a report of an unarmed robbery. Following the investigation, the suspect was
identified and the money was recovered. In August, this offender received 1 20 days of incarceration
and lengthy probation as a result.
Personnel
Our full-time police officer Peter Scoble continues to do a professional and consistent job of providing
services to our residents. Peter is a well-organized, hard working employee who has consistently
demonstrated over the past six years that he is dedicated to maintaining safety and security in our rural
community. As the only full-time officer, Peter is an employee who must wear many hats, but has
always been willing to perform at whatever level is needed to get the job done.
Our part-time officers continue to do excellent work filling in the ranks. By working their weekly
shifts faithfully, completing nightly on-call duties, appearing in court and attending monthly trainings,
these officers are dedicated to keeping our community safe.
With limited funding to patrol during the evening and weekend hours, these officers often respond to
calls in progress from their homes. They are a tight-knit group of professionals and we are fortunate to
have such a consistent team working together. I continue to receive praise from residents and visitors
regarding their work.
With regret, the police department accepted the resignation oftwo of our officers at the end of last
year. Officer Scott Brisson and Officer Denise Laurin have both moved on to other endeavors. We
wish them both luck and thank them for their service to Williamsburg. In the coming weeks, the Select
Board and I will be searching for officers who share our philosophy and commitment to the
community to fill the vacant positions.
In addition to the officers, our part-time administrative assistant Karen Karowski has been the person
who we turn to most when things need to get done. She has the very difficult responsibility of
completing administrative tasks for all of the officers on an almost daily basis and she does so
admirably. Karen has very strong administrative skills that are called upon frequently when the
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department must complete timely reports, balance the budget, file state and federal documents. We are
fortunate to have Karen as part of the department.
Training
In an ongoing effort to make training more accessible for all the hilltown officers, this department has
continued to contract with police instructors to come to Williamsburg. This arrangement has been
more convenient and makes for a more conducive learning environment since officers are able to
spend time together learning and teaching each other. We will continue to provide the finest and most
current training available to law enforcement in Massachusetts.
The following is a partial list of training courses successfully completed by Williamsburg police
officers this year: Patrol Officer In-Service-3 day, Criminal Law/Constitutional Law Update, High
Risk Traffic Stops, Firearms, Drug Recognition & Enforcement, Standardized Field Sobriety Testing,
Investigation of Suicides and Unattended Deaths, Infrared Breath Test Certification, Crime Scene
Management, Internet Crime Investigation, Domestic Violence-Victim Safety Planning, Advanced
Firearms Tactical Training.
2003 Year End Statistics
• Number of calls handled (all types, excluding motor vehicle stops) 843
• Adult arrests 87
• Juvenile arrests 2
• Motor vehicle accident responses 50
• Motor vehicle citations issued 781
(civil and criminal - some with multiple violations)
• Formal citizen complaints
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the following officers for the consistent, professional
work that they do every day to keep our community safe - and a great place to live - Sgt. William
Graham (1 1 yrs.), Officer Raymond Vandoloski (1 1 yrs.), Officer David Martin (7 yrs.), Officer Peter
Scoble (6yrs.), Officer Denise Lauren (5 yrs. - resigned 12/31/03), Officer Scott Brisson (3 yrs. -
resigned 09/30/03), Officer David West (3 yrs.), Officer Victor Caputo (3 yrs.) and Officer Bill
Chapman (1.5 yrs.).
Respectfully submitted,
ChiefPatrick T. Archbald (12 yrs.)
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Annual Report of the Recreation Committee
2003 has brought many challenges in continuing to offer recreation programming to Williamsburg
residents. We have sought out new alignments for our youth programs and have worked with the
school committee to make arrangements for after school use of the gymnasium in a tight fiscal
environment. This has resulted in the need to request fees for after school adult use of the gym.
The recreation committee is comprised of five volunteer members and is aided in its function by many
parents, coaches and other adult volunteers. The committee plans and organizes many youth and adult
recreation programs in town. We also provide oversight and maintenance for the Ames field and for
after school recreation use of the Earl Tonet Gymnasium at Anne T. Dunphy school.
Programs and highlights for the past year include:
• Our youth soccer program now participates in the Northampton Youth Soccer Association
program for grades 3-8. K - 2 continue to play in town.
• Our youth basketball program has begun an alliance with Chesterfield and Goshen, forming a
hilltown league that we hope to see grow.
• Our youth baseball has completed their last year in the Frontier Regional league and will start
an alliance with the Bryant league this coming season.
• We continue to offer a wonderful summer recreation camp to our youth. The camp is
organized and run by the talents of Linda Salguero, Carl Warner and their staff.
• Adult programs include co-ed volleyball, young adult basketball, men's basketball, and co-ed
pick-up soccer.
• The Ames field has had considerable work done on it over the past year. We are grateful to the
following individuals that volunteered their time and talent to help us with these projects:
* Larry Hanson for arranging much of the work.
* Kevin Papageorge for the electrical work done to improve the safety of the service
line to the shed and to extend our capacity for the pitching machine.
* Bill Turner for his time and patience with us in amending and grading the field.
* Richard Benoit for hauling dirt for us.
* Jim Hyslip for helping in determining appropriate amendments.
• We have had two youth basketball clinics run by the UMASS women's basketball team. We
also have arranged for "Williamsburg Days" at UMASS basketball games that offer town
recognition and half price tickets for men's and women's basketball.
• We have purchased two new portable, adjustable basketball goals for use in the youth *
programs.
Many thanks to all the sponsors, coaches, parents and athletes that help these programs to exist to the
benefit of our community.
Respectfully submitted,
Gary Benoit
Dennis Bishop
Al Golash
John O 'Sullivan
Eric Payson
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Annual Report of the Board of Selectmen
It was a busy year in 2003 for the Board of Selectmen. The Board re-organized in May, after the
election, with Eric Cerreta voted as Chairman and Chris Morris voted as Clerk.
The Board oversaw the completion of two major construction projects and two minor projects. The
first was the highly anticipated Meekins Library renovation project. The project was completed almost
two months past the target date but, with the rainy autumn and snowy winter we had in 2002- 2003, it
was understandable. The Select Board met weekly with Jim Locke, a library trustee and member of
the Building Committee, during all the phases of the project. The Selectmen enjoyed a good working
relationship with Jim throughout the construction and, as a result, the library was completed under
budget with several things that started on the "wish list" becoming reality by the end of the project.
The second project overseen by the Select Board was the elevator and vestibule addition to the Town
Office. This project was administered by the Hilltown Community Development Corporation,
working closely with Jacquelyn Burgin. The project was funded by the Department of Housing &
Community Development through a FY02 Community Development Block Grant. The Town's
financial participation was $7,500.00, along with some assistance from our Highway Department,
compared to the overall cost of $420,658.25. The addition/elevator was dedicated in October, with
resident Erol Bowie cutting the ribbon. The elevator has allowed use of more meeting rooms for town
boards and committees, as well as allowing us to serve all of our town residents. There is a large
meeting room upstairs that can also serve as an auditorium. The Board of Selectmen would like to
thank HCDC for helping us bring our town office building into its third century serving our
community.
A smaller project that also was completed was the replacement of the old boiler in the town offices that
had been found to have several large cracks and thus unsafe and in severe danger of failure. As some
folks remember, $75,000.00 was appropriated a few years ago to tackle this job. We were fortunate to
have the boiler replaced and the relating asbestos removed for $1 1,325.00. This represents a
significant savings for the town. We have already experienced more even temperatures and will
certainly enjoy a savings in the amount of oil we use there.
Another project that was tackled this year was the problem of flooding of the town office basement and
other adjacent properties during heavy rain storms. The first phase of this project was completed by
our Highway Department under the watchful eye of our Highway Superintendent Bill Turner.
On a sad note, our town said goodbye to longtime resident, and the oldest resident of Hampshire
County, Mabel Marston in her 107th year. Mabel was an interesting and wondrous person whose
positive attitude and graciousness were attributes that we can all aspire to. The Town's Boston Post
Cane was later presented to an equally exceptional lady, Mrs. Gertrude Ronk, who at 100 is currently
our oldest resident. Mrs. Ronk hosted a wonderful brunch in November where the Board presented her
with the cane.
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As always, the biggest challenge has been funding our town budget. As many folks know, taxes have
gone up almost 50% since 2000. The overrides that have been voted in the last several years have
caught up with us. The departments whose budgets fall under the Select Board's control have been
level funded for a number of years, with the only increases coming in the form of 2 Vi% increases for
salaries and wages. We are very lucky that our department heads have been able to cope with these
financial realities. We are hoping for an improvement in the state's financial picture next year, which
means we have to get through another year with no increases in budgets. We hope that people will
think of their neighbors who cannot afford any more tax increases when they are voting on financial
matters at town meeting.
As always, the Board would like to thank all of the folks who serve in town government. We are very
fortunate to have so many people who are willing to give their time and talents.
Respectfully submitted,
Eric Cerreta
Chairman
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Annual Report of the Oliver Smith Will Charities
During the past year, eighteen tradespersons were enrolled. Loans of $600 each were made to twenty-
three apprentices; the notes of thirty-nine tradespersons have been surrendered and the benefit of $600
granted to each. Five student nurses have enrolled under the Nurses' Program, four nurses who earned
their degree have received the nurse's gift of $600. Thirty-nine tradespersons and three nurses
received an additional distribution of $800 each. Sixty widows have been paid a total of $21 ,3 1 7 and
forty-four brides have received the marriage gift of $100 each. The total sum disbursed as gifts to
beneficiaries was $97,456 which includes $12,339 that was paid to the City of Northampton for the
account of Smith's Agricultural School, being the net income from the permanent fund established for
the school. Additionally, $18,1 15 was placed in the Reserved for Beneficiaries account.
Since provision of the Will went into effect, the beneficiaries of the nine communities have been paid:
Tradespersons $2,734,400
Nurses 774,733
Widows 1,627,081
Brides 1,484,800
Smith' s Agricultural School 1 ,4 1 0, 1 5 8
Annuities 35,374
Taxes 613,717
Total Payments $8.680.263
Originally designated in the Will as Indigent Boys
Originally designated in the Will as Indigent Female Children
Originally designated in the Will as Indigent Young Women
During the remaining 1 1 months, through December 2003, the following disbursements have been
made: 4 nurses received $600 each, totaling $2,400; 32 tradespersons received $600 each, totaling
$19,200; 60 widows received a total of $21,317; 41 brides received $100 each, totaling $4,100. In
addition, 32 tradespersons and 3 nurses received an additional distribution of $800 each, totaling
$28,000.
During the calendar year January 1, 2003 - December 31, 2003, the following applicants from
Williamsburg were paid as beneficiaries under the Oliver Smith Will:
2 Widows received gifts totaling $700.00
2 Brides received a gift of $ 1 00 each $200.00
Respectfully submitted,
Lynda Smith
Elector under the Oliver Smith Will
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT - 2003
The year 2003 will be remembered as a year of change, accomplishment, and significant fiscal challenge for all
schools.
In the Chesterfield-Goshen Regional District, the academic performance of students at New Hingham Elementary
School brought recognition to the school as having met "Adequate Yearly Progress" according to national
standards. Despite an abrupt and unexpected loss of funding for the Bay State Readers Program, language arts and
reading remain instructional priorities at New Hingham, and students gain from experiences in speaking, singing
and reading in front of their peers during monthly Community Celebration of Learning programs. Early childhood
staff at New Hingham are preparing for site visits leading to accreditation of the kindergarten program early in
2004.
Teacher Heidi Renauld has made wonderful progress in forming a 14-member school band and a 50-member
chorus, and both groups have performed at winter and spring concerts. Musician and artist in residence Nick
Kachulis helped organize an Arts Festival in June in a children's production of "Celebrate America." Kathy
Alexander of the District Attorney's office conducted a program for fifth graders on how to deal with bullying. Sue
Labrie and Evelyn Robinson offered SAFE Tobacco Awareness classes for students in all grades.
More extracurricular activities are offered at New Hingham. Students stay after school for classes in baton twirling,
cross-country skiing, talent show productions, bowling trips, and athletics, such as soccer, basketball and baseball.
Bonnie Smith's after-school care program also offers arts and karate. New Hingham received "Healthy Choices"
grant-one of only six awarded in the state- to promote healthy eating and exercise. Also, a 12-week before-
school program is offered to all fifth and sixth grade students.
To forge and strengthen positive bonds with the greater school community, sixth graders at New Hingham annually
host a luncheon for the local Council on Aging. During one week a year students invite "a favorite adult" to school,
and more than 80 families participated in a Thanksgiving sharing event, featuring a play and music.
At Hampshire Regional High School the year 2003 marked the retirement of many staff members, including some
who served students for decades. Among them were kitchen and custodial staff members Bill Hubbard, Wendy
Blow and Lillian Bisbee for 18, 20 and 22 years, respectively, and Mary Holt and Louise Inman, 31 years each.
Faculty members retiring were English teachers Johna Merritt and Gary Metras, - 30 and 31 years, and Peter
Kostek, who began as a math teacher at Williamsburg High School in 1968, came to Hampshire when it opened in
1971, and retired after 35 years.
Among administrators, Assistant Principal Michael Dorunda also retired in September after a 37-year career. Dr.
James F. Connolly replaced former Principal Carl Ostrowski, who also retired in September, and Maureen
Ecclestone became Assistant Principal. Once again there are only two administrators at Hampshire.
But not all staffing were due to retirements: six teachers were not rehired for financial reasons. After a number of
votes, the budget for school year 2003-04 was not decided until December 2003, with an increase of about
$78,000, or one percent more than in the previous year. Since it took a 4.8 percent increase just to maintain
existing courses, the new administration and staff have was challenged to make ends meet, and more than 20
courses were dropped from the school's Program of Studies. This has resulted in many students having one or
more directed study halls during each school day.
A proposed increase in the budget of 5.2 % for fiscal 2005 would restore four positions-two foreign language
teachers, one music teacher, and one social science teacher- and provide twenty more classes for students, the
reinstitution of a mandatory foreign language experience for every student to graduate, a required foreign
language exposure for all middle schoolers, and future offerings of Advanced Placement Spanish and French, and
more elective offerings for students.
Years from now, students will benefit from the $26M Hampshire Regional building project. Residents and taxpayers
should be proud for their foresight to invest in the care and long-range usefulness of district facilities. Though
renovations made it a very complex assignment, the project was completed on time and on budget, a credit to the
Building Committee, Tessier Associates, Architects, and D.A. Sullivan, the general contractor.
At the October 25 dedication ceremony, appreciation was expressed to everyone who brought this project to
reality, but special thanks went to the 18-member Building Committee, which met more than 50 times before
cuiiblr ucliun even be^dn. Recently Liiib gtuup held its 83d meeting, signifying dri astonishing volunteer"
commitment. School had to remain in session during renovation, so special thanks must also go to students,
teachers, custodians, office staff and cafeteria workers for coping with the disruption.
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Of course, a building alone does not create or ensure a good program, but it certainly can enhance the efforts of
teachers. Hampshire now is an attractive, functional, and yet not overly institutional school. The refurbished
classrooms, computer and science labs, auditorium and media center vastly improve the environment for learning,
and provide the necessary space and appropriate technology for students to explore in the arts, drama, music,
sciences, physical culture and athletics.
The Hampshire renovation /expansion is the fourth in a series of school building projects over the past 12 years:
1991 Westhampton Elementary School new $3.25M 72% reimbursement
1995 William E. Norris Elementary School renovation/expansion $7.5M 74% reimbursement
1998 New Hingham Regional Elementary new $4.9M 68% reimbursement
2003 Hampshire Regional High School renovation/expansion $26M 72% reimbursement
Faculty and staff of the William E. Norris School in Southampton were engaged in a number of professional
development activities during 2003 to improve the overall quality of the school, as well as the effectiveness of
their instruction. The four kindergartens at Norris School were granted accreditation by the National Association of
Education of Young Children (NAEYC), joining already-accredited kindergarten programs in Williamsburg and
Westhampton. Accreditation is a requirement to receive early childhood grants from the Massachusetts
Department of Education.
Consultant Jim Levine and ARC, inclusion specialists for students with disabilities, trained teachers in techniques
to help them better address special needs of students and include them in regular classroom instruction.
Responsive Classroom techniques and procedures have provided much consistency in teaching social and academic
skills and building a socially-conscious culture throughout the school. Kathy Alexander of the Hampshire County
District Attorney's office trained staff and students in anti-bullying measures, and a highly successful series of
outstanding events to mark the observance of Disability Awareness Week.
As in the past, many interesting and thought-provoking learning experiences have been provided to students.
Jamaican wood sculptor Elton Braithewaite returned for an artist-in-residence engagement, funded by the Parent
Teacher Organization and the local Arts Council. This year Elton helped sixth grade students create a large
semicircular sign in the front lobby that now welcomes visitors in twelve languages.
A special education Parent Advisory Council has been created to support the School Committee and principal on
dealing with the needs of families of students with disabilities. Reading specialist Susan Hale offered a workshop
for parents entitled "Ways to Help Your Child Become a Successful Reader." In the area of technology, Head
Teacher Hosea Jones has been offering volunteer service to develop a school website, and has mobilized efforts to
upgrade the school's dated computer equipment. Parent volunteer and qualified technician Dave Archambault has
been donating one day a month for technical support to the school.
Long-time teachers Leo Mazzolini, Joan Trinceri and Marilyn Gawle retired during 2003, as did cafeteria worker
Alice Tokarski. Kevin Hodgson was honored as an outstanding teacher by REBA, the Regional Education and
Business Alliance, and received an award from the Harold Grinspoon Foundation.
The Norris School facility is holding up well, despite some calamitous events. In late winter a roof leak caused
major damage to books in the library. In May a lightning strike damaged technology equipment and electrical
controls for the heating system, and in the summer, intense humidity, combined with inadequate ventilation,
promoted the growth of mold in a number of classrooms. While other schools in the area had similar problems,
fortunately at Norris it was detected early enough so that rooms could be thoroughly cleaned and the mold
eradicated before school reopened in September.
The central theme at Westhampton Elementary School this year is celebrating 'This Pretty Planet. " Students
engage in a variety of activities at each grade level and in large groups to learn more about our planet and how
earth affects all of our lives. Students have been collecting cans and bottles to benefit Heifer International, and
organization that helps impoverished families throughout the world by training people in sustainable agricultural
practices, and by giving livestock that will be bred and used to help others. Among activities building on the
'planet" theme, a reading day was heid, at which guests from the community read stories and participated in
activities with students exploring ways to build a more peaceful planet together.
A new after-school child care program at the Westhampton Elementary School, offered by Bonnie Smith, is now
available for families. Bonnie's After School Program provides after school care for elementary children, and
incorporates activity options for students such as karate and dance, and being trained to be a certified baby-sitter.
In the Williamsburg Elementary Schools, positions held by evening custodian.Dan McGuffin and teacher assistant
Cheryl Asher had to be eliminated because of budget restrictions, and no new staff members could be hired.
Fortunately, there has been a high level of voluntarism in the school community.
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Members of an advisory group for the integrated preschool and full day kindergarten are continuing the process of
self-study leading to accreditation with the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC).
Serving on this committee are PK and K teachers Lome Childs, Sherrie Marti and Robin Foley, support staff Nancy
Forster, Cheryl Kress and Donna Mimitz, and speech-language pathologist Mary Ellen Woods. Combined enrollment
in the program this year was 54 students.
Members of the Williamsburg School Council plan school programs and prepare an annual school improvement plan.
Parents Kim Hyslip, Erica Allcroft and Laurie Cote, teachers Nancy Mahoney and Maureen Sheehan, School
Committee liaison Diane Bishop, and Principal Fred Venne serve on the Council. The PTO has been re-energized by
a number of active parents. PTO President Donna Gingras is leading fundraising efforts that benefit students
through curriculum-related field trips, and by coordinating after-school events for families. Parent Jim Downing
coordinated the fourth annual "Family Science Night," which attracted more than 150 visitors and 30 aspiring
scientists.
In curriculum matters, it is expected that a grade-by-grade set of math standards will be in place next year, with
the constructivist "Investigations" mathematics (CMP) used as a framework for developing scope and sequence, and
the four elementary districts using three of the IMS curriculum investigations units at each grade from K to 5.
Middle sqhool teachers at Hampshire also use CMP, and a middle school version of Investigations is planned for use
in grade 6, offering a smoother transition for students. The Developing Writing Assessment is used in English-
language arts to gauge writing skills and help set individual student and classroom-writing goals. The accepted
approach in science is inquiry-based, using standards that were finalized last year. Many researched-based science
kits have been purchased to dovetail with the district curriculum standards. 1
With funding from a Rural Utilities Grant through the Department of Agriculture, conceptual work has been done
on a Video Conferencing Project, with equipment and capability established in early 2004. The Dunphy School was
awarded a New England Dairy Council grant to increase awareness of the importance of including dairy foods in a
comprehensive diet.
In Williamsburg and at all other elementary schools, nurses have been certified as trainers in an American Red
Cross Babysitting program that is now offered to sixth graders who attend after-school programs. A school-
sponsored after school child care program directed by Carl Warner operates from 3 to 6 P.M. daily, with an
average participation of 11 students, who have the option to participate 3 - 5 times per week. The "After School
Club" program moved to the Haydenville Congregational Church in the fall of 2003.
The Building Committee spent many hours studying and proposing long-range solutions to meet school building
needs. With the able assistance of architects Alderman and MacNeish, public forums were held on a Building Use
Feasibility Study. This detailed report, submitted to the Board of Selectman and School Committee, recommended
the best ways to use and expand the current school structures, and will be of potential use in the future. Building
Committee members reappointed in 2003 were: teachers Alice Walker and Sherrie Marti, community members Alan
Everett, Jeffrey Gelbard, Donna McGill, John Pohanka, Richard Childs, and George Childs, Finance Committee
liaison Karen Korowski, and administrative liaisons Fred Venne and Bill Erickson.
Staff members at the Superintendent's office are very pleased to be back in renovated space at the High School.
As a cost-saving measure, the position of Director of Pupil Personnel Services was replaced by a Special Education
Administrator position. Donald Johnson left in June to take a Superintendent of Schools position in New Hampshire,
and long-time secretary Alene Noonan retired. Harriet Kelley replaced Mrs. Noonan on the four-person secretarial
staff, and former High School Guidance Director Stuart Singer has been appointed as Special Education
Administrator.
Director of Early Childhood Programs Dr. Julie Culhane was chosen to participate in a Fulbright Administrator
Exchange during October and November 2003. Julie spent three weeks observing schools, participating in city-
wide kindergarten events, and addressing staff, family, administrator groups in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Julie's
counterpart in that city, Maria Bobbio, had visited the United States previously in the first segment of the
exchange.
One task of central administrators is to continually seek grants and alternative sources of funds to assist the five
district schools. The Governor's Alliance for Safe and Drug-Free Schools recently awarded Hampshire a fourth year
of funding, worth $20,000, for drug and violence prevention programs. Among initiatives supported with these
funds are peer mediation and character education programs, a Social/Emotional Learning Task Force, Responsive
Classroom training, and parent-community programs reialed Lo preventing viuleiiLt.
A total of $26,000 has also been received for two new early childhood grants. One is a mental health grant,
focusing on increasing attention to identifying, as well as preventing mental health risks in children from preschool
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through Grade 3. The other, a curriculum and IEP grant, focuses on disseminating the Early Childhood Curriculum
Frameworks, and planning for adapting these Frameworks for children with special needs in preschool through
grade one. These grants support study groups in the four elementary schools made up of teaching staff, nurses,
school adjustment counselors and families. Study groups are able to purchase resources and materials which
otherwise might have been eliminated by budget and grant reductions.
In October, five separate applications were filed for Foundation Reserve, or "pothole" grants. Three school
districts, Southampton, Westhampton and Williamsburg, were awarded a combined total of nearly $300,000 in
funds, which were invaluable in meeting supplemental needs during FY04.
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2003 SCHOOL REPORT FOR HAMPSHIRE REGIONAL DISTRICT
Resident student enrollment
,
by town, as of October 1, 2003:
Grade Chesterfield Goshen Southampton Westhampton Williamsburg Totals
7 13 8 90 18 32 161
8 14 6 74 24 20 138
9 5 2 74 20 22 123
10 12
c
D 72 19 19 127
11 8 5 53 19 19 104
12 7 5 57 15 17 101
Choice out 10 5 21 4 26 66
Charter out 2 2 2 8 6 20
Totals 71 38 443 127 161 840
Assessment percentages, by town
1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-20043 2004-2005
Chesterfield 11.436 11.580 11.439 10.676 10.191 9.617
Goshen 7.045 7.259 7.372 7.141 6.605 6.002
Southampton 50.161 50.182 49.679 49.941 50.035 50.567
Westhampton 13.917 14.033 14.031 14.329 14.862 15.076
Williamsburg 17.440 16.946 17.479 17.912 18.306 18.738
'adj. 5-19-03
Personnel employed by the Hampshire Regional District during 2003:
Heather Borin Michael Braidman Charlene Collins
Eric Ehle Matthew Geertsma Scott Green
Kate Messmer Robert Norton Judith Norwood
Wendy Perrier Louis Potorski Cheryl Quigley
Patricia Richmond Heather Roe
James Connolly
Harriet Kelley
Kathleen O'Connor
Diane Richard
Personnel who left the employ of the Hampshire Regional District in 2003:
Barbara Arrighi Elan Barnehama Charles Bates Leo Burque
Michael Dorunda Joyce Doty Laura Facteau Julie Flahive
Marjorie Gregory Julie Holt Peter Kostek Irene Laroche
Judy Lyons Johna Merritt Gary Metras Carl Ostrowski
Maggie Ryan Joseph Silverman Cynthia Streker Rebecca Taylor
Based on combined preschool, special education, vocational school and regular day student enrollment as of
October 1 , five cooperating school districts share in the cost of employing the Superintendent and central office
staff.
Percent share, by District 2000-01 2001 -02 2002-03 2003-043 2004-05
Chesterfield-Goshen Regional, PK-6 10.8 10.5 11.3 11.2 11.2
Southampton, PK-6 29.5 29.5 29.9 29.1 30.6
Westhampton, PK-6 8.7 8.7 8.9 8.3 9.0
Williamsburg, PK-6 12.5 12.5 12.3 13.1 11.6
Hampshire Regional, 7-12 38.5 38.5 38.4 38.4 37.7
a
adj. 5-19-03
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2003 SCHOOL REPORT FOR WILLIAMSBURG
October 1 enrollment of Williamsburg students in local schools:
1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04
Preschool onZU 16 19 23 19
Kindergarten 26 25 24 19 19
Grade 1 17 26 22 26 20
Grade 2 23 18 25 22 25
Grade 3 40 20 19 24 23
Grade 4 27 40 20 20 23
Grade 5 34 24 40 18 17
Grade 6 29 35 23 41 18
TOTAL 216 204 192 193 164
October 1 enrollment of Williamsburg students in other elementary grade settings:
1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04
Charter schools 13 10 10 12 11
Schools of choice 3 6 7 11
Home-schooled 2 1 4 1
Private schools (est.) 34 31 30 30 12
October 1 enrollment of Williamsburg students in secondary schools:
1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 3 2003-04
Hampshire Regional 142 137 143 163 169
Vocational schools 18 15 17 18 13
Private schools (est.
)
11 13 14 14 19
a
adj. 05-19-03
1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04
Total school-age students, PK-12 439 425 396 421 399
Personnel employed by the Williamsburg School Department in 2003:
Joan Powers Sandra Powers Dustin Sonerson Alexander Sylvain
Personnel who left the employ of the Williamsburg School Department in 2003:
Cheryl Asher
Bret Sherry
Daniel McGuffin
Joyce Thatcher
Mary Ellen McQuestion Sandra Powers
Susan Ward
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TOWN COLLECTOR'S REPORT FOR THE
OTHER MONIES RECEIVED DURING FY 2003
SEWER APPLICATION FEES 25010.00
BOARD OF APPEALS 2226.67
BRASSWORKS LOAN PAYMENTS 2302255 00
BUILDING INSPECTOR 16746.87
CONSERVATION COMMISSION 1233.75
ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR 4160.00
FIRE INSPECTIONS 660.00
GAS INSPECTOR 780.00
BOARD OF HEALTH 56593.00
PLANNING BOARD 2637.50
PLUMBING INSPECTOR 1767.00
PARKING CLERK 100.00
SELECTMEN'S MISCELLANEOUS 1500.00
TOTAL 2,415,669.79
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Annual Report of the Williamsburg Tree Committee / Tree Warden
During 2003, the Williamsburg Tree Committee had several accomplishments:
• We completed our inventory project of most public trees in the village centers of Haydenville and
Williamsburg. Volunteers inventoried 414 trees of 41 different species. The most common species
was sugar maple (23%). Sixty-four percent of trees are in "good" condition and only 8% in "poor"
condition.
• We were appointed as Tree Warden for the town. As Tree Warden the Tree Committee now has
the responsibility for "Care and Control of Public Shade Trees" in Williamsburg. Residents and
boards who want to plant, trim or remove any public tree should contact the Tree
Committee.
• We created and approved guidelines for public tree removals and hazard tree identification.
• We developed educational "Tree Kits," which will be distributed to schools in town.
• We were awarded a State Heritage Tree Care grant for the care of nine large trees in Williamsburg.
Nearby residents are also contributing to the care of these trees. If you know of large, historic or
significant public trees in Williamsburg that need professional care, please contact us about future
opportunities.
• We identified and objectively rated potential hazard public trees in Williamsburg. If you know of a
potentially hazardous public tree, please contact us.
For 2004, we will be:
• Fulfilling our duties as Tree Warden in Williamsburg.
• Prioritizing and addressing hazard tree issues in town.
• Expanding our tree inventory and developing an inventory report and management
recommendations, which will be available in the Town Offices.
• Implementing our Heritage Tree Care grant in Partnership with the Highway Department.
• Raising awareness of community tree issues.
• Gaining further knowledge and training.
• Identifying planting areas and creating a planting program.
The members of the committee were/are:
Michael Beattie (current)
Anne Bussler (current)
Jackie Compton (current)
Osa Flory (current)
Michael Geryk
Curt Hamilton
Paul Jahnige, Chair (current)
Carol V Paul (current)
David West
We currently have three vacancies and are looking for new Tree Committee Members, especially
someone who is a Certified Arborist!
Respectfully submitted,
Paul Jahnige,
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Annual Report of the Trust Fund and Cemetery Commission
&
Trustees of the Meekins Library Corporation
The Trust Fund Commission is the governing board with the responsibility of overseeing the
investment and distribution of the Trust Funds. There are 31 funds totaling approximately $1,309,775
as of 12/31/2003. We have had a couple of difficult investment years. However, by staying the course
and tightening up our strategy in some areas, the fund enjoyed a good growth period in 2003. The
funds are managed by the Commission, with the assistance of Wachovia Securities.
The distribution of the funds covers three major areas: student & school activities, benefits to the poor,
and miscellaneous specialty matters.
Because so many benefactors left specific instructions in their wills that were designed to meet the
needs of the town many years ago, the Commissioners reviewed these instructions in order to better
utilize the funds as intended, but also in a way that meets current times.
Another initiative relates to the funds for the purpose of school matters. For many years, funds from
earnings have been allocated to the local (grade) school. However, the original intent of the Collins
school trust is to fund all town school districts, on a pro-rata basis. Based on this guide, we are
developing procedures for directing a portion of the funds to benefit educational activities for our
town's students at the Jr-Sr high school.
The Trust Fund Commission also handles endowment funds for the Meekins Library. The principal
from the original library trust fund is being managed by the Commission as 'Trustees of the Meekins
Library Corporation'. As Trustees, we are responsible only for management of investments of the
Meekins trust fund, we have no library operational responsibilities. As with all town funds, we have
the responsibility of investing the funds and making distributions. Requests are made by the library
trustees for the same purposes as laid out in the original will. The formula for determining funding
levels is the same for the Meekins Library as it is for school activities.
The trust accounts are open to direct investments from anyone interested in making such contributions.
Others may choose to contribute through their estate plan. Either method would be very welcome.
Another responsibility of the Commission is to administer the upkeep of the town's two cemeteries
located at Old Village Hill and Mountain Street and sale of plots. Only Mountain Street has plots
available.
Our meetings are held the first and second Monday of each month at 7:00 p.m. in the Town Office.
Respectfully submitted,
Jim DiDonato
Chair
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Annual Report of the Veterans' Agent
During the past year, I have attended one funeral for a departed veteran and presented the United States
flag to his widow.
I have also assisted the spouse of a veteran in how to obtain the military medals her spouse was
awarded.
I assisted a veteran in getting lodging and job offerings.
I assisted a relative in finding information on a Civil War veteran from 1856.
I planned the Town's veterans' parades.
Respectfully submitted,
Ronald R. Peters
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Annual Report of the Water and Sewer Commission
The Water Department hired John Sullivan of Worthington to do the D.E.P. required backflow surveys
and testing for use as we are not certified to do this work. He will do the testing as required yearly.
We have refinanced the Water and Sewer loans at a lower rate, combining them with all the town
loans.
The Route 9 construction is complete and we have new sewer lines installed on the upper end of Route
9. People owning property in this section are starting to tie into the sewer.
If you have any questions about sewer tie-ins, call Bill Turner or Sam Kellogg.
Respectfully submitted,
Walter E. Kellogg III
Chairman
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Annual Report of the Williamsburg Woodland Trails Committee
In 2002, the Selectmen established a Williamsburg Woodland Trails committee to work with interested
public and private property owners to enhance trail opportunities in town.
Goals of the Woodland Trails Project are to:
• Improve the system of existing trails in Williamsburg for all users.
• Respect individual landowner's rights with respect to trails and trail use on their land.
• Strengthen the coalition of all trail users (including hikers, skiers, snowmobile riders, ATV riders,
bikers and equestrian user) interested in maintaining and improving Williamsburg's trails.
• Strengthen the bonds of our community through this effort.
During 2003, the Woodland Trails Committee:
• Published and distributed a brochure on Woodland Trails listing publicly accessible trails in town.
Copies of these brochures are available at the Town Clerk's office and the Meekins Library.
• Organized a volunteer trail event and new trail opening at the Briar Hill Conservation Area out
Briar Hill Road on the right.
• Secured an AmeriCorps team to create a trail and build a bridge on the Breckenridge property on
Old Goshen Road.
• Organized a fall trail walk at the Breckenridge Trail.
About Using Williamsburg's Trails
In decades past, Williamsburg's trails and wood roads were vital for moving around the town. Trails
connected settlements, farms and pastures, and most importantly they connected families to each other
and bound our community together. By necessity, these trails crossed public and private property and
users respected the trails, the property and each other.
Today, trails are more used for recreation than transportation, but they can still connect each of us to
our neighbors and strengthen the fabric of our community. But only if we use trails responsibly and
respectfully.
The Williamsburg Woodlands Trails Project requests that all users follow these guidelines when using
local trails.
• Please follow all posted trail, use and property signs. No trespassing means no trespassing.
• Please respect all trail users. Hiking, skiing, biking, horse-back riding, ATV riding and snow-
mobile riding are all important trails uses in Williamsburg.
• Please stay on trails.
• Please be sensitive to natural and cultural resources. Please take out trash if you find it, and avoid
environmentally sensitive areas.
Respectfully submitted,
Paul Jahnige
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Annual Report of the Zoning By-law Review Committee
The Zoning By-law Review Committee is happy to report that our proposed comprehensive zoning by-
law was approved by a vote of 109 to 9 in a Special Town Meeting held on November 17, 2003.
The new by-law builds on the work of previous zoning task forces on the Town's Protective By-law
and on responses to a survey sent out to the Town in the spring of 2000. It divides the town into three
separate zoning districts: the village-residential zone, the village-mixed, and the rural zone. Its overall
goal is to preserve and protect the present character of the town, while providing a framework for
future growth.
We enjoyed our work together on the development of this new by-law from 1999 to 2003 and wish to
thank all those who supported and participated in the process.
Respectfully submitted,
Gerry Mann
Chair, 268-9049
David Mathers
Vice-Chair, 268-3377
Steve Snow
268-3529
Martin Mahoney
268-3296
Katharine Baker
Secretary, 268-0111
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CITIZEN PARTICIPATION FORM
Residents interested in serving on any of these boards can apply by filling out this
form
and forwarding it to the Selectmen:
Town Government Talent Bank
c/o Board of Selectmen
P O Box 447, Haydenville, MA 01039-0447
Name Telephone #
Address Occupation
Background
Briefdescription ofboards or committeesyou have served on, ifany
Number these in the order ofyour preference
Conservation Commission
Planning Board
Board of Appeals
Historical Commission
Capital Planning Committee
Assessor
Hilltown Community
Development Corporation
Water/Sewer Commission
Board of Health
Poll Worker
Registrar of Voters
Council on Aging
Volunteer Driver for Elderly
Veterans Agent
Call Firefighter
Local School Committee
Pioneer Valley Planning Rep
Finance Committee
Whiting Street Fund
Wiring Inspector
Plumbing Inspector
Building Inspector
Trustee of Libraries
Selectman
Treasurer
Town Collector
Town Accountant
Town Clerk
Recreation Committee
Brassworks ReUse Committee
Trust Fund/Cemetery Commission
Memorial Day Committee
Regional School Committee
Pioneer Valley Transit Authority Rep
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